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ABSTRA,CT

This thesis falls four-square into the volume of

studies that have been conducted on the trend of Third !üorld

urbanization. However, in this study, rnuch attention has

been focused on the Nigerian urbanj-zation processes.

The purpose of the study is twofold; Firstly, to

investigate those factors that are responsible for the

centralization of urban growth in ltrÍgeria. This involves an

examination of the causes, the source of the urban popula-

tion and the implications of such urbanization trends in

Nigeria. Secondly, to investigate those policy actions that

relate to urban and regional development which have been

implemented and those already proposed for implementation

in Nigeria and to recommend some policy measures that could

facilitate the integration of the Nigerian spä.cê-êconomy,

Those policy rneasures that appear in this thesis

in the form of recommendations, if implemented, will not

only enhance the growth of the nation as a whole but t¡ill

also aid in the restructuring of the existing spatial system

and influence the distribution of both econornic development

and urban population in the country.

The experi-ence of sor,re of the other Third World

countries has shown that a nati on can transform its spatial

system if the planners and policymakers in that country are
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able to initiate the requisite policies and programs that

suits the prevailing conditions in that particular country.

It seems most likely that the introduction of a regional

development strategy in national planning in Nigeria is the

only strategy that would bring about changes cofltmel:'surate

rvith-social equity in the t¡e-n{.of urbanization in that
country.
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLE}I

INTRODUCTÏON

The problem explored in thís thesís has,- for many

years, obsessed re5earchers not only in the field of urban

and regional planníng but also those in geography, sociology

and public administration. It is the problem of identifying

and explaining those forces that are responsible for in-

equalities in spatial developments. This issue involves

those factors that encourage massive concentration of both

economic development and population in a few geographical

areas, and the effect of such developrnents on both the core

regíons (developed areas) and the perípheral regions (uncle-'

veloped. areas) in any given country. This study is also

concerned wtÈh this fundamental issue but with reference to

an African context, namelyn Nigeria.

Historically, in the past two or three decades

Nigeria has experienced rapid commercial, manufacturing and

urban growth concentrated in four main areas:

(1) In the southwest, the port-city, federal capital and.

and the cityindustrial complex of Metropolitan Lagos

of Ïbadan;



(2) In the north inside a central close-settled zone which

embraces the cities of Kano, Zaria and Kaduna;

(3) In the southeast in a well-knit network of urban places

dominated by Port Harcourt, Onitsha, Aba and Enugu¡

(4) In the mid-southwest concentrating on the closely

located urban places of Benín, Sapele and Warrí (see

Fig. 4).

Following from this spatial polarization, development

and expansion of the smaller cit.íes and villages has been

minimal or non-existent with the result that massive flows

of human capital and other resources have quit the peripheral

regions and migrated to the aforementioned core regions.

Given these conditions, this study is based upon the hypo-

thesis that the Íntroduction of regional planning strategies

in national development planning in Nigeria will noL only

enhance a balanced and equitable development between the

urban and rural sectors but wil1, âs well, move towards an

elimination of the negative socio-economic and political

effects that emanate from disparities in spatial development.

Objectives

It is with regard to the above situation that the

following objectives have been set for this thesis.

I. To determine those factors that have caused the pro-

nounced centralization of urban growth in Nigeria.
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To appraise the efforts that have already been made in

Nigeria to facilitate or encourage growth in the other

areas outside the core regions.

To ínvestigate the urbanization processes in the other

Third Vüorld countries and those policy actions which

have been implemented in those countries in order to

achieve the type of spatial development that will lead to

greater equity in social well-beíng.

To determine a set of reconìmendations that would enhance

equitable distribution of both population and development

instead of the present trend of directing economic oppor-

tunities and population to only a few centers in Nigeria.

Approach

The approach used in an attempt to fulfil - the

objectives set above \^¡as actually based on case study of the

urbanization processes in both Nigeria and the other Third

Wor1d countries. With respect to the pattern and processes

of urbanization ín the other developing nations, an inquiry

of a more generalized nature rt/as carried out based on the

following terms of reference: determination of the nature

and characteristics of urbanization in the Third World as a

whole; the implications of such urbanization Lrends; and the

policy actions which have been implemented in some of the

developing nations which aim at ameliorating the negative

effects of such urbanization trends.

4.

:.i



The rationale aclopted was such that the findings

derived from the investigation of the urbanization phenomenon

in the other Third World countries would provide an insight

into the specific case of Nigerian urbanization. This

approach also provided a sound basis of comparison of the

policy actions that were implemented in some of those coun-

tries in response to the spontaneous urbanization which they

experience. Lessons from this survey were then utilized as

a framework with which to evaluate those policy actions that

have been implemented or proposed to be implemented in

Nigeria.

I^iith regards to the information on the trend of

urbanization in Nigeria and its implications, a thorough

research of all available literature pertaíning to the

problems was carried out. This was supplemented by govern-

ment documents, such as the t{ational Development Plans and

statistical data; interviews with government officials and

researchers in some of the Nigerian universities¡ and of

course , by personal observations and field investigation.

The analysis of information assembled through these

sources provided the picture of urban and rural population

distribution in NigerÍa; some aspects of Nigeriars develop-

ment with regard.s to spatial distribution of economic devel-

opment in the country, the disparities in the socio-economic

infrastructure and development between states (administra-

tive regi-ons), between regions and between urban centers and
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rural areas and the extent to which regional planning

strategies have been utilized in national development plan-

ning in the country. Although the role of the urban system

in facilitating development is of prime concern in this
thesis r rlo attempt will be made here to consíd.er internal
urban strutures.

The thesis is organized into chapters in the follow-
ing manner. Chapter II deals with the urbanization processes

in the Third Vforld. It examines the current pattern of
urbanization in less d.eveloped countries as well as those

factors that are responsible for the trend of urbanization
in those countries. Another concern of the chapter was to
describe the theoretical framework f,or studying the Third

Vüorld urbanization trend as well as investigating some of
the ensuing implications.

Chapter III examines. the patterns and. processes of
urbanization in Nigeris. The demographic dimensions of the

four major administrative regions in Nigeria were analyzed

so as to d.etermine the urban and rural population d.istribu-
tion in each of those regions. The geographic distribution
and economic d.evelopment of the Nigerian cities \^rere also

examined with the aim of ascertaining if there is a balance

in the spatial distribution of cities between the various

regions and also to establish where urban population

concentration has been most pronounced along with the factors
that have encouraged such urban hypertrophy in the country.

It also examined the implications and consequences of such

urbanization trends.



Chapter IV investigates the planning responses to
I the spontaneous urbanízation problems in the Third World.

' Both the rural and urban development policies and programs

:.-::: which have been implemented in some of those countries l¡/ere

r discussed.

Chapter V presents a comprehensive framework for

,;',.,', regional planning in Nigeria. A discussion on those policies

:,,,,,., that relate to urban and regional development which have been

I implemented and those under proposal in Nigeria were carried

r out. This is followed by a summary of the entire study and

some set of recommendations which are case-specifíc in
:

: nature and which, if adopted, will aid the integration of
l

, the Nigerian space economy.

i In short, this study can be said to focus on two

, things. The first is the search to understand the patterns

, of spatial development in Nigeria and the forces that have

,,,,, joined to shape such pattern of spatial development. The
:::- rì i

t,.'

',:,' able a complete reorganization of the existing spatial

; Aevelopment and enhance both the total overall growth of the

country as well as regional equÍty in development- Ïn
..',j-..,,.1 promoting a more even balance in development among the

' Tegions, the ultimate goal of fostering social well-being

. can onlv be enhanced.



CHAPTER ÏI

URBANTZATIO}T PROCESSES ÏN THE THIRD !.TORLN 
1

The Current Pattern of Urbanization

in Less Developed Countries

The process of urbanization in the Third trüorld

countries is a variegated phenornenon" If individual countries

are examined, the degree of urbanization varíes considerably,

However, a feature common to urbanization in the Third VÍorld

countries is extreme concentration of population and econornic

development in a few large cities- This phenomenon, in fact,

has encouraged a massive flow of population from the economi-

cally marginal regions [rural and small towns) to the rnore

developed areas (primate centres) in these countries.

1-The common concept "third worldr? is used synony-
mously with "less developed countries", t'developing nations"
"under-developed countriesil and "rapidly developing nations".
The United Nations group of experts have defined these
countries as "... countries in which per capita real income is
low when compared with Þer caÞita reaÏ-fffiõf the united
States, Canada, Australia and Ïrlestern Europe. Unlike the
United Nation¡s definition, some authors have indicated that
the Third World includes all the countries of Africa, It{iddle
East, Asia and Latin Ar.erica, with exception of countries
like South Africa, Israel and Japan. On the other hand/ some
have also excluded the CommunisL countries of China, Vietnam,
North Korea and Cuba from the list of the Third I'torld coun--
tries. The reason for the exclusion of the Communist countries
from the Third V[orld is because they believe that their prob-
lems of development are tackled in a different manner from the
way they are tackled in the Non-,Cornmunist Third World countries.



The actual recognition of the problems associated

with the trend of urbanization in these economically less

developed parts of the world occurred over the last decade

or two. As a result, this phenomenon has elicited a series

of studies, especially by United NaLions workers and

scholars from various academic disciplines. Generally,

these studies aim at determining the character and the main

aspects of the urbanization phenomenon in the various Third

Vüorld countries.

One important result that has come out of these

studies is that "the urbanization processes in the less de-

veloped regions today have been recognized as largely

irreversible in character".2 Attempts to slow down the

growth of the large cities or to keep the rural population

on the land are generally seen as unsuccessful. It should

be emphasízed that many writers on Third World urbanizatíon

stress Lhat such urbanization trends will contj-nue to persist

unless these countries manage to come up with comprehensive

policies and. programs to suit their particular circumstances.

Experts generally have the opinion that those

policy actions m-ust be cognizant of the degree and character

of existing urban growth and the stage of economic

2-Urbahization: Development Policies and Planninq"
rnternation *EepãrEñenE

of Economic and Social Affairs. United Natíons, New York,
1968, p.5.
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development in each of these countries. As noted earlier,

perhaps the most noticeable feature of Third !üorld urbani-

zation is the rapid growth of their primate cities. The

terms "subsistence urbanízatiorr" and "overurbanization"

have been used by rnany authors in describing the nature of

urbanization in these underdeveloped countries. These terms

are synonymous. Breese defines subsistence urbanization as

an urbanization of high density of individuals living under

conditions that rnay be even \^Iorse than the rural areas from

which Lhey have come and not having available the kinds of

work or the means of support which permit them to do more

than merely sutrri,re. 3

De Sousa and Porter have mentioned that the term

"overurbanization" implies that for a given level of economic

development there is an "optirnum" 1evel of urbanization.

They also assert that overurbanization in the less developed.

nations is the result of excessive migration of rural people

to cities, which do not províde adequate employment opportuni-

^ties.= This situation ts, howevesr,.'of,re,of the remárkabte dj-fferences

between the Third World urbanization and that of the developed

parts of the world.

3Breese, G. 1966: Urbanization in Newly Developing
CliffsCountries, Englewood

A=Anthony R. de Sousa and Philip lv. Porter, Tþs
Underdeveloþmênt and ModêrnÌ'zation of the Third Worldt

urce PaPer No' 28)
Association of American Geographers' Vfashington, D.C., I9741
p.56.
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Although the Third tr'Jortd countries are the least urbanì zed

as Table I depicts, their rate of growth is, and is

expected to continue to be, the most rapid in the worl-d.

AccordinE to a recent United Nations projection,

the proportion of urban residents within less developed

nations is expected to rise from approximatel-y 15 per cent

in l-950 to 40 per cent by the year 2000. This implies that

the total urban population of less developed nations will

increase sixfotd over the period 1950-2000,5 Another pro-'

jection based on the proportion of people living in urban

places of all sizes shows that by 1980 the percentage of

urban population in underdeveloped countries would be far

higher than the United Nations projection for these

countries for the year 2000. This second projection claims

that the proportion of world urban population in under-

developed countries rvas 27 per cent in L920, 44 per cent in

1960 and it is expected to reach 66 per cent by 1980,6

One striking feature of urban growth in the Third

World countries is that it tends to concentrate in one or a

tHe.try Rempel and Richard A. Lobdell, The,.Rlrral
Impact of Rural-Urban Migration, a report prepared for the
Rufal-Ùrban Branch, Employment and Development Department of
the World. Employment Prograrnrne, International Laboun Of f ice,
Geneva. Department of Economicso University of Manitoba,
April , 1976, p.10,

6Anthony n.
op, cit_. , p.57.

de Sousa and Philip W. Porter,
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f ew large cities. Table I outlines the results of a stud'y

undertaken by the United Nations in L969. It shows the pace

at v¡hich urban growth occurs in both the underdeveloped and

developed countries. This stud.y confirmed. that urban

growth is occurring more rapid.Iy in the underd.eveloped.

countries than in the developed countries. În L920, for

example, 13.7 million (12.8 per cent) of the Third !{or]d's

popu1ationresidedin1argecitiesofmorethan500,000

while 4L.2 miltion (38.6 per cent) and 5L.7 million (48.4'

per cent) respectively of the populaLion of other more

developed regions and Europe resided in the cities of the

same size

This situation, according to the data in Table I,

changed quite drastically in 1960" In that year, the pro-

portion of population in large cities of more than 500,000

ranged. from 23.4 per cent, 36.9 per cent and 39.6 per cent

respectively for Europe, underd,eveloped. world' and the other

more developed regions. This shows that the population of

the underd.eveloped. countries resid.ing in cities of 500r000

increased more rapidly than those in the other two globa}

areas. Another issue that came into focus from cornparing

these three regions is that the urban population growth in

the Third I¡IorId countries is'd.isproportionately concentrated
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in the larger cities.

Tt is also very important to note that the degree

of urbanization varies considerably within the components

of the Third Vtorld. Nations themselves also exhíbit

distinct variation in their level of urbanization. Evidence

in support of this heterogeneity in trend appeared in

Rempel and. Lobdellns stud.y on rural-urban migration in the
.:.
.a

Third World.' These authors surveyed 78 underdeveloped

countries selected from the three continental divisions of

the Third World in an effort to determine the variation in

the degree of urbanization and the rate of rural and urban

population growth in these areas.

Table fI is a summary of the data collected by

Rempel and Lobdell. It confirms that South America is more

urbanized than Africa and Asia. Tn 1970, for example,

55 per cent of the population of South America resided j-n

urban areas while only 26 and 22 per cent respectively of

the population of Africa and Asia did =o.8 The percentage

of population classified in this table as non*rural for

these regions for the period 1950-1970 has indicated that

this ranking has consistierrtly remained the same"

As indicated previously, considerable variation

exists in the level of urbanization at the national scale.

r__'Henry Rempel and Richard A.
Q:'"Tbid,, .p. 9 ¿

Lobd.ell, op. ,cit.
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The table indicates that twelve North African and Midd.le

' East countries were approximately twice as urbanized as

, some twenty-four countries of Sub-Saharan Africa during the

, period 1950 to 1970. The ten mainland South American

,,1¡ republics rtrere found to have exhibited a relatively higher
- r:tl

I degree of urbanization than the fifteen nations of the

. Cari-bbean and Cent,ral America. It was also d.iscovered that

,; the eleven nations of the Asian mainland showed a lesser
:.
ì degree of urbanization than'the six island states of Asia.

.:.! ,

: i oespite the variation in the degree of urbani-
' zation at the national and supra-national scale in the

Third World, the rate of growth of their constituent urban

Populations vTas found to be much the same. The data in
. fable II shows that the rate of growth of urban population

, has been fairly uniform across continents and nations,
ranging from 4.1 per cent to 5.5 per cent from 1950 to Lg6O,

; and 4.2 per cent to 5.2 per cent from 1960 to 1970. ït is
. very interesting to note that Sub-Saharan Africa registered

''ì the highest rate of growth of urban population during the
'.

,,,r period of 1950 to 1-970 while the six island states of Asia

i had the least during the period. 1950 to 1960 and the ten main-

i land South American countries had. the least during the period
i

,.,i of 7960 to I97O.

Furthermore, it must be stressed that at the

i continental level Rempel and Lobdell found very little
I variation for the rate at which their urban populatíon gire\^l

i during the period of 1950-1970. For example, in the period
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1960-1970, the average annual growth rate of urban popula-

tion was 4.7 per cent, 4.2 per cent and 4.3 per cent respect-

ively for Sub-Saharan Africa, the Asían nations and for the

whole of South America

The various rates of urban population shown for

these territories is astronomically high when compared with

l¡iestern Europe which experienced its fastest urban popula-

tion growth in the laLe 19th Century. For trüestern Europe,

during that period, the rate of j-ts urban ponulation growth

\^ras 2.L per cent.9 This contrast between Western urban

development and that taking place currently in the Third.

World is largely responsible for de Sousa and Porterrs

comment that "the urbanization in underdeveloped. countries

tod.ay is different frorn the urbanization which took place

in North America during the 19th Century!'. They also

emphasized that urban and national development in the Third.

Vüorld countries will not repeat the 19th Century Western
.10experr_ence "

It is equally essential to point out that despite

the phenomenal growth of urban population in most of the

Third World countries, depopulation has not occurred in

their rural areas. As shown in Table Il, the rates of

9 Anthony R. de Sousa and Phillip !ü, Porter,
op. cit., p.54.

10*- .l_þl_o¡ P.55o
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grovith of rural population for the 1950 to 1970 period d.id.

not vary substantially neither at ttre supra-national nor national

levels. The rate of rural population growth was fairly uniforn

both levels, ranging from 1.5 per cent to 3.2 per cent

during the period 1950 to 1960 and also 1.0 per cent to 2.4

per cent during the period 1960 to 1970.

The Rempel and Lobdell study shows that there is

no reason to expect that the Third Vüorld rural population

will decline before the year 2000. These authors mention

that only 4 out of the 78 countries surveyed experienced

some decline in their rural population. The most striking

of these is Uruguay where the rural population apparently

declined by 3 per cent during 1950 to 1960 and by a further

36 per cent during 1960 to 1970. Across the decade of the

1960's, the rural population of Venezuela was reported to

have declined by 11 per cent, that of Chile by 10 per cent

and that of Liberia by 4 per ."rrt.11

This section has dealt with the trend of urbani-

zation in the Third tr{orld, focusing on the pace and scale

of urbanization in different parts of the Third üIorld.,

Also, some reference \¡¡as made to the urbanization ín the

more developed nations. As indicated by the above discus*

sion there is a marked difference betv¡een the type of urban*

p. 13.

11--Henry Rempel and. Richard A. Lobdefl, 9P,i 9i!",
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ization that is presently taking place in the underdeveloped

countries and that which took place in the developed nations

during their 19th Century development. Furthermore, it is
evident that urban growth is currently occurring at a more

rapíd rate in the underdeveloped world than ever v¡as exper-

ienced in the developed world.

The most important aspects of the Third lrÍorld

urbanization highlighted in. this section are:

1. The proportion of the population urbanized varies from

nation to nation and from continent to continent.

2. The rate of growth of urban populations is relatively
uniform across nations in the Third World..

3. The population of the rural areas is growing rapidly
which is an indication that the phenomenal growth of

urban population in the Third lVorld countries will
persist because of the potential for on-going rural-to-
urban migration.

Factors Responsible for the

Third World Urbanization Trend

Having presented the current picture of the Third

r World. urbanization in the preceeding section t ãî attempt

, \n/i11 now be made to identify those facLors that have

contributed to the rapid pace of urban growth in the Third
l

; World. In other words, a documentation of those conditions

seen as having encouraged the spatial inequalities in
population distribution in the Third Vforld countries



\,ri11 be presented.

Some scholars believe that the pattern of popula-

tion settlement in Third trrÏorld countries are heavily

d.ependent upon both the initial history of their establish-

ment and the subsequent interaction of socio-economic forces

that prevail in them, including the forces promoting

migration. Thus, the rapid urban growth experienced in

these countries is caused by a myriad of forces of which

migration can be regarded as the major contributing factor

capable of being monitored. This is by no means to assert

that natural increase in population does not play a

significant role in the growth of the Third Vforld cities.
For example, in Bogota, one of the fastest growing cities of

the world, the growth has, in the past, been attributed
alrnost equally to migration and to "natural" e*ce=s.12

Abu-Lughod has also disclosed thaL the populatj-on increase

in Cairo, the largest urban area in Egypt, is now growing

substantially from natural increase at a rate alrnost one-

thírd higher than that of the rural rr"r=,13

l2lauchlin, Currie, Ta¡r,ing the Megalopolis: ê
Design for Urbah GroWth, (New ,
1976) , p.55.

l3obrr-l,ughod, Janet, "Urban-Rural Differences as a
Function of the Demographic Transition: Egyptian Data and
Analytical ltlodelr', in The American Journal of Sociology, 69 ,
1964', p. ; also cited
PrôcesS-Tn'theThird?[or1d:Exp1oratio.ffia

-

19
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However, it must be stressed that both natural

increase and migration contribute to urban growth in the

Third World countries. But, it could be argued that in

most cases, migration plays a more important role in the

growth of urban population than the natural increase. For

the smaller urban areas in African countries during 1950-'60 '
the contribution to the growth of the population by

migration is estimated to be over 60 per cent, and for the
14large cities over 75 per cent.--

The causes of migration are sometirnes described

by a simple "push-pu11" model. Push factors are said to be

the result of the following:

1. Population pressure in the rural areas,

2. Decline in some countries of available agricultural

land. area per capita at 1ow levels of rural irr"om",15

and

3. Lack of employment opportunities in rural areas.

"Pu11" factors have been described by Sousa and

Porter as the attraction of t'bright Ii-ghts" that draws

IA"Sir" and Growth of Urban Population in Africa",
United Nations Economic Conrnission for Africa, Demography
and Social Statistics Section, Statistics and Demography
Division, in The City in Newly DeVeloping Countries, (ed)
Gerald Breese, Englewood Cliffs, N,J. , 7-969 | p.L44.

15rh" Task Ahead for the Cities of the Deve-l-oping
Côuntries, I'ü 4 umen ana
Regional Economic Division, July L975, p,1
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migrants towards the city for economic and, personal reasons

such as improved living conditions and life 
"h"rr""=.16

The "push-pull" paradigm has appeared in numerous stud.ies

and articles as being the most suitable explanation of the

migration phenomenon. However, McGee has argued that the

simple push-pull hypothesis is not an adequate explanation

for the process of migration. Consequent.ly, hê has pointed'

out that:
It is a cond.itj-on of society which is

responsible for increased mobility - increased
eduóation facilities and improved communications
makes the rural dweller far more aware of the
urban environment. The growth of nationalisrn
acutely fostered by the ne\¡7 governments makes
the rural dweller more aware of the role he has
to play in the new state. Polit'ical instability
associated with the process of imposing national
unity freq\rgntly forces the rural dweller into
the city. l/

Íherefo.re, the pustrpull nodel- could be rnore suitable jrr ..

erplaining the pher-rçrnenon of r¡rbanizatipn i¡r tJ:e rnore den¡eloped

countries than that of the developing nations. A number of

carefully elaborated empirical studies have given substance

to this. generalization. McGeets stud.y on the Far Eastern

countries, for instance, has indicated. that the push-pul]

l6orrahony R. de Sousa and Philip vü- Porterr oP.
cit., p.56.

17M"G.", T.G. The Urbanization Process in the
Third World.: g¡<P1a'n-ation :

de Sousa
and Philip W. Porter¡ oP. cit., P.56-
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model requires substantial modification when utilized in

explaining the phenomenon of urbanization in the Third

tr{orld. countrie".18

With respect to how this nrodel relates to the

urbanization processes in both underdeveloped and developed

nations, it has been noted that the earlier urbanization of

the industrially ad.vanced countries was mainly activated by

the pul1 factor, whereas the current urbanization in the

less developed countries is activated. mainly by the push
'lq

factor.*- This position is he1d. by other authors as well-.

According to Brown:

Throughout most of history migration from the
countryside to the city was largely a response to
opportunities in the city. Rapid urbanization was
then an indícation of industrialization and
progfress. Today, however, migration to the cities
is increasingly becoming an_indication not. of 

ZOeconornic development, but of rural frustration,-'

However, what is evident in this discussion is

that those factors that encouraged migration in the developed

nations do not necessarily apply to the case of the Third

Vüor1d. This situation calls for considerable caution v¡hen

1800"G"", e!, al , r 9P.; cil' , P, 117 ,

19cerald Breese, oP. cit. t P"L43,

2oBto*rr, L.R. r'The Social rmpact of the Green
Revolution" , Intêrnational Conc.Ll:La'Ej.on, No. 58-l-
(January, fOZ ichard. Lobdel1,
op. cit., p.47,
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making any generalization for the less developed. nations on

the basis of what has happened in the developed nations,

The following may be cited as among the principal

factors that contributed to the rapid urban growth in the

developing nations:

1. Decline in the cost of transportation and i-mproved

communication which has led to a greater a!úareness of

the urban environment by those people living in the

rural areasi

2. Colonial and neo-colonial influence on spatial develop-

ment in the Third Vüorld, - on the location of infra-

structural d.evelopment, railroads, public utilities,

exploitation of natural resources and the settlement

patterns that exist in most countries of the Thírd

lVorld; and

3. Vüide spread adoption of formal ¡ ooo-rural oriented

educational curricul u.2I

Findley contends that the inappropriateness of

education for rural lifestyles is a major cause for the high

rate of outmigration amongf school leavers. She based her

argument on the experience in some Third Vforld countries

21sr11y u. Findley, Planning for fnt.ernal
l,ligratíon: A aeview of tssues ffiE-ureau of
the Census, Department of Cormlerce, lrlashington, D.C. 202331
November, 1976, p.I57.
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like Nigeria, Ghana, Brazi-L, Honduras, Thailand, Tndia and

Egypt, where policies that spread formal educational

curricula into the rural areas have stimulated

outmigratíon.22 rt must be stressed that young graduates

with formal ed.ucation (especially secondary school

education) have no prospect in the rural areas where employ-

ment opportunity is virtually nonexistent. As will be

debated in one of the up-coming sections, ernployrnent in

giovernment, private enterprise and commerce are concentrated

in the Third World cities, especially in the large cities.

Therefore, aspiring graduates from the rural areas have no

other choice than to rnove to these cities to seek

employment.

Before tying together all those factors that have

been mentioned as being responsible for the rapid growth of

the Third World. cities, and before demonstrating their inter-

relationships a theoretical conception of urbanization would

appear to be in order I so as to provicle a v¡ider perspectj-ve

of the situation.

"roiu, p.L57
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Theoretical Framework for Third Wor1d Urbanízation

A review of the literature has revealed. that no

theory has received the general approval of scholars as Lhe

favoured theory of urbanization. Despite the disagreement

amongl scholars on this issue, they all agree that there is

a need for such a theory. However, some authors have made

remarkable contributions in this direction. Among them are

Bertram Hoselitz, Robert Redfield and Milton Singer, who

were identified by Friedmann and Wulff as the main initiators

of the search for a general theory of urbani,,zaLion.23

As disclosed by Friedmann and Wulff, Hosel-itz was

the fi-rst author to look at urbanization in the context of

national economic d.evelop*.rrt.24 He propounded the popular

concepts of generative and parasitic cities. He used these

concepts to describe the role which cities play in economic

d.evelopment within the areas they are situated.. By the term

"generative cities" he referred to cities that contributed

to economic growth in the region of country in which they

23John Fried.mann and. Robert Wulff , "The Urban
Transition: Comparative Studies of Newly IndustrializJ-ng
Societies" in Progress in Geography' (eds) C. Board,
R. J. Chorley, P. Hàgætt and D. R. Stoddart, Vol. B,
London, Ed.ward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd.' ' 1976, P.34.

24r¡ia, p.34
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hiere located, while "parasitic citiesF are those that had
?Ã

the opposite effect.-"

Redfield and Singer's contribution was their

theory that shows that cities could be dichotomized into

centres of orthogenetic and heterogenetic transformation.

They, however, indicate in their study that in the

heterogenetic transformation the city and its hinterland

become mutually invo1ved.26 Thus, cities of heterogenetic

transformation could be referred to as cities where

diffusion of innovation to the surrounding regions is

possible, whereas cities of orthogenetic transformation

will not permit the cliffusion of modernization to their

peripheral regions"

It is important to note that the above hypothesis

has been supported by Hoselitz, He indicates that if we

apply the definition of generative and parasitic cities to

the classification of cities which Redfield and Singer have

presented, we must conclude that cities of heterogenetic

transformation tend to generate cultural change, whereas

cities of orthogenetic transformation tend to limit, and in

the extreme, may fu1Iy irnpede cultural "nung.,z1

?Ã
a.J-. I

]_.þl_c2 p'J4.

26^--Redfield, R. and Singer, M. "The Cultural RoIe of
Cities" Ecohomic Develôþment and Culturaf .Changer..3, 1-954,p.59

27loh, Friedmann and Robert I'Íulff r op. cit. p.35.
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In short, Hoselitz seems to imply that cities of

heterogenetic transformation are prime movers in develop-

mental change. He sees the cities of heterogenetic trans-

formation as generative cities, in terms of the role fhorz

play in economic growth, but does not rule out the

possibility of these cities being parasitic.

McGee is another author whose contribution to the

theory of urbanization needs to be mentioned. His theory

of dependency or, more accurately, of "dependent capitalism",

as disclosed by Friedmann and Wulff, seems to account for

certain forms of spatial development in the Third l{orld
2Bcounrraes. Unlike Hoselitz and Friedmann, he is not of

the opinion that heterogenetÍc cities are' on the rvhole,

more likely to be generative of economic growth than
29parasitic.-' And more importanLLy, he does not consider the

Third World cities as being capable of generating the type

of innovation and social change that could be transmitted

into their peripheral regions.

Yet many scholars see cities in the underdeveloped

countries as "beach-head" centers of modernization which act

as catalysts for economic growth; the centêrs from lvhj-ch the

benefits of modernization flow outward to revitalize the

stagnating agricultural =".tor, 
30

2Brbid, p,14,

29 r.:r¡ið., p. 36.

3or*.G"" , Í. , eg.' cit., p.13.
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logan emphasized that Hoselitz stressed some twenty years

ago that, "They (the cities in underdeveloped societies)

exhíbít a spirit different from the countryside. They are

the main force and the chief locus for the introduction

of new ideas and new ways of d.oing things. One must look,

therefore, to the cities as the crucial places in under-

d.eveloped societies in which the adaptation to ne\^7 ways,

new technologies, nevr consumption and. production patterns

and new social institutions are achieved.. " 
31

McGee has condemned this notion of Hoselitz and

others by pointing out that:

'in the context of the Third Vforld countries,
it seems that a theoretí'cal framework which
regards the city as the prime catalyst of
change must be disregarded. And further,
that to understand. the role of cities properly'
one must investigate the condítion of under-
development whj-ch characterizes these
countriçs, of which the cities are only a
part."32

He sees the Third Vforld citíes as being

parasitical on the populations in their periphery. This

situation actually manifests itself in the dual society that

exists in the less developed. countries. This view has been

put forward most persuasively by Misra who argues that the

31"ogrrr, M.ï., "The Sparial System and Planning
Strategíes in Developing Countries", The Geographical
Review, 62, 2 (1972) , P.240

?,2--Mccee, T., op. cit,, p.31.
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línks between the Third llorld cities and their hinterlands

are exploitative in nature and are thoroughly disad.vanta-'

geous to the rural areas. He also stresses that this is the

major reason why spillover effects are confined to a very

narro\ir zone around the centr"=.33 Similar results are

reported for rndia,34 Nig"ri-r35 senegal and Egypar36 ancl

Latin America.3T

Despite the numerous theories that have emerged

in relation to urbanization, Friedmann's "core-periphery

concept" is more popular than the others. However, a brief
review of literature pertaining to the core-periphery con-

cept has shown that it has been applied by some regional

analysts in other studies which are not necessarily related

to urbanization.38

33ooi=r", R.P.r o'Gro\nrth Pole Policy for Regional
Development ín T.B. (ed), Lahiri, India* in Balanced
Regionãl Devêlopment: concepts, Strategy and.-CãEe-EEudies,
Calcutta: Oxford and ïBä Publishing Co., May, 1972, p.49"

?Ã
r.ol-ct

3S}rr"bognnje, A.L. urbanization in Nigeriao London:
University of London Press, Ltd., 1968, Ch. 12.

36sr1.h El-shakhs and Robert obudhon (eds),
Urbanization, National Development and Regional Planning
in Africa, New York: Praeger Publishers, Irrc., 1"974.

?.1
J t j= 1awaJKer,

Disparity
31 (April,

38ŝUCn AS
discussed

J.P. , "The City as
in Latin America",
r973).

a Source of Regional
Review of SocialEconomic

Economy,

would be
Mier and Baldwinrs study, and others that

later in this section,
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One objective which these autfrors, including

Friedmann, have in common is their effort to establish the

functional relationship between two regíons: the core and

the periphery. Perhaps, a definition of core and peripheral

regions would enhance our understanding of the functional

relationship between these two regions that make up a

complete spatial system. Core regions are defined as

territorially organized subsystems of society which have a

high capacity for generating and absorbing innovative

change while peripheral regions are subsystems whose

development paths are determined chiefly by core region

institutions with respect to which they stand in relatioïr

of substantial deperrd"rr"y.39

Friedmann has pointed out that Mier and Baldwin

\iì¡ere the first authors to establish the existence of a core-

periphery structure on a global scafe. He also discloses

that Raul Prebisch of the United Nations Economic Conunission

for Latin America (ECLA) has used it (i.e. the core-

periphery model) as part of a fundamental explanation of

Latin Americar s persisting economic backwardness compared.

with V[estern Europe and North Americt,40 similarty,

39 lFri"d*arrn, John, urbahi'zation, Planning and
National Development, London: Sage Publications, Inc',

40 2Fri"d*unn, John, Regional'DêVelb :

A Case Study of Venezuela, Massachusetts: The MIT Press,
M. lêier and Robert E. Baldv,ri-nrs

study on Economic Develorxnerrt: ThreoqF, Historl¡, Poliq/ (New York:
John Wiley € Sons, L957) eart þ
Developrent of tatin ¡nerica (llev¡ York: IJnited. Nations, 1950).
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Friedrnann has used the core:periphery model to explain the

complex processes that are involved in urbanization.

Friedmann and Vüu1ff have noted that:

At whatever scale of analysis international,
national or regional core and periphery
stand by definition in an asymmetrical
relationship of dominance,/dependency that is
articulated through four major spatial
processes: decision making and controll
capital fl-ows; innovation diffusion; and
migration. Corresponding to each of these
processes are spatial patterns: the spatial
distribution of power, systems of activíty
location, modernization surfaces and
settlement Patterns.4l
Of these four major spatial processes, decision

making and control processes are the most critical to which

all others are ultimately related. As mentioned earlier,

the core-periphery paradigm aims at sorting out the

relationships between these complex spatial processes that

are associated vrith urbanization. In contrast to the usual

paradigm in the social sciences, it suggests that the nature

of these relationshÍps in space are inherently imbalanced

and. conf Lictlrng.42

Another remarkable attribute of the core-periphery

paradigm is that it provides one with the opportunity of

looking at both the exogenous and endogenous forces that

4lFri"d*urr, John and t[ulff¡ Robert¡ S., c:|q'p.J-f,

4 2Fri"d*trr, John and Wulf f , Robert ¡ oP .' git . P .L2 ,
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have created the imbalance in spatial developm.ent in the

Third Vforld countries. However, the remainder of this
section wil-l be devoted to the d.iscussion on the core-
periphery relationship and how such development influenced

the Third Vüor1d spatial system.

As mentioned earlier, those spatial processes of
innovation d.iffusion, migration and investment, that vüere

identified in the urbanization processes are greatly
influenced by the "control" process. perhaps Friedmannts

explanatj-on of linkages between these processes will
adequately explain the amount of influence which the control
process has over the other processes.

He has stated that:
the volume of controlling deci_sions that
emanates from the core is greater than
the reciprocal volume of controls from
periphery to core. This causes a net
flow of capital from the periphery which,
in turn, g'ives rise to a net flow of
migrants into the core area. At the same
time a continuous stream of innovations
diffuses from the core to the periphery
where it ul-timately helps to create
conditions that lead to demands for at
least a partial restructuring of the
fundamental dependency rel-ation. 43

ït is clear from this guote that the decision

making and control process that determines the functioning

43r
Fried-man, John, op. cit.. , p"69.
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of the other processes addresses itself to colonialism

that influenced the nature of the T.hird World spatial
system. Colonialism as used in this case, refers to

external and internal colonialism. External colonialism

refers to the control of a weak country by one that is
stronger, and internal, v,rhere it concerns the control of
peripheral regions by a national "oru,44

The most important factor which to a great extent

can account noL only for the fact that the Third üIorld is
the least urbanized region in the world and also f;or, the

fact that a g.reat proportion of the urban population growth

has tended to concentrate in one or a few large cities,
relaLes directly to the colonial control over this part of

the globe for so many years, In fact, most of the litera-.
ture surveyed suggests that the principal reason why these

problems have continued to exist in the Third World countries

fotlowing their ind.ependence is related to the strong

economic ties that exist between these countries and thei-r

former colonial metropoles, And, also that the spatial
system that evolved in these countries during the colonial

period, which was deliberately created to serve the

colonialist economic int.erests are still retained,, without

any modífication to suit their respectj-ve development.

a,¿' 'Ibid.' P.:7 4
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The key com.ponents in the spatial system that was

created by the colonial admini:,tration in these Third Vüorld

countries are the railway transportation networks and the

towns that owed their origin to these transportation

networks. These towns generally served as transmission

centres for the dispatch of raw roaterials from the interior

to the coasts for onward shipment to the major markets in the

international capitalist centres. It must be pointed out

that only those regions that manifested high potential in

the production of agricultural coríunodities or in natural

resources during the colonial period were linked with

transportation networks. The other regions, meanwhile,

remained isolated and experienced the backwash effects of

development, including a loss of productj-ve human resources/

a movenent of people out of the indigenous settlements to

the growing towns, be they on the railway transportation

lines, those closely associated with resourcesr or those

located at the ports.

It must be emphasized that even after the attain*

ment of independence the very spatial systems created by

the colonial regimes in these countries have been nurtured

and encouraged to flourish by the local elites. As a

matter of fact, in most cases the policies and prografllmes

instituted by these elites are viev¡ed as being intentionally

made to encourage growth in one (capital city) or a few
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cities at the expense of the other regions, At the same

time the elites' own needs for consumption are met by

implementing industrialization policies in these favoured
A'tr.'

places based on the concept of import substitution-'-

The important point that needs to be made here is

that most developing countries which have strived to attain

a high rate of economic growth through industrialization

have tended to concentrate their lirnited resources in their

capital cities. As Friedmann and Vüu1ff point out, policies

of this nature contribute to growing primacy in the

dístribution of city sizes because the principal domestic

market is concentrated- in the city where the elites reside

and processes of "circular and cumulative causation" tend

to sustain accelerated growth at this location'46

In a sirailar vein, Sousa and Porter have cited

Myrdal as arguing that once growth has been initiated in

favoured locations, in a free economy, inflows of labour,

skills, capital and commodities develop spontaneously to

support them. They also note that these flows induce

backwash effects, amplifying inequalities between expanding

and other regions. Further, they maintain that if events

45¡'ri"d*ann¡ John and Wulff , Robert, op, È. p.f3'

46rbid, p.13
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follow an uncontrolled. course, backwash effects perpetuate

growth in expanding regions and. retard. growth elsewh"t".47

Of course, this type of polarization in economic

development in these countries could lead one to argue that
their capital city-hinterland relationship is similar to a

colonial situation in that lack of infrastructural develop-

ment has kept their hinterland in a permanent state of

backwardness. ft is interesting to note that despite the

inequality in spatial development, the capital cities ín

many of these Third World countries have continued to

receive the best infrastructural facilities and a dispro-

portionate share of indust::ies compared with the other

regions,

Explicit support for this position is provided by

Mabogunje's stud.y on manufacturi-ng in tropical Afri"u,48

This study discloses the following percentage distributions

of manufacturing for the capital cities of 23 African

countries:

4TArrthorry R. de Sousa and Philip V[. Porter,.
op. cit., p.62.

48 luabogun3e, L, Akin (ag73) | "Manufacturing and
Geography of Developmãnt in Tropical Africa, Ecônomic
GeograÞhy, 49, pgs. 1-19. Tropical African in this casef
refers to the thirty-one countries of Africa situated with-
in the tropics. According to IÍabogunje, it excludes those
areas that were sti1l under colonialism when this stud¡t was
conducted., such as: Angola, Mazárnbique and Rhodesia.
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fNAÞT E1 TTTIõDIU ¿I¿

Per Cent of Tota1
Manufacturing in

the Ca'oital

B0 100

60 79

40 59

20 39

Number of Countries

5

4

6

120

Source: John Friedmann and Robert Vüulff r oP. cit. r P.19.
This daLa was cornputed by these authors from the
table provided in Akin. L. Mabogunjers study on
"Manufacturing and Geography of Development in
Tropical Africa", in Economic Geography, 49, I973 |
p. 11.

Mabogunje has indicated that such a high degree

of spatial concentration of industrial activities in the

primate cities of the tropical African countries is due to

the concentration of markets, good infrastuctural facilities

and. also the high access which these cities provide to the

interior of their countries, He notes that another

advantage which these cities have over other locations is

that they serve as the major ports as well as the admini-

strative capitals for their respective countríes'. Ilovrevert

such a pattern of development is also common in'the other

less developed countries of Asía and Latj-n America, For
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example, Laquin has found. that Metropolitan Manila accounts

for over 50 per cent of the total Filipino industrial
¿rqpayrol1.'"

The role of cities (particularly the primate

cities) in economic development in the Third l¡Iorld countries
has been the subject of much debate among authors. Most of
the literature reviewed for this study has stressed that
these cities are parasitical on the other regions and in
fact contribute to their backwardness. For instance, in
her study, Findley ind.icates that Johnsonrs study of rndian

urbanization patterns and Vüilkie's study of Mexico shows

that even small cities in these countires are handicapped

in their efforts to attract industry or migrants because

they lack many of the necessary support services and the

economic resources to provid.e them.50

The foregoing is by no menas a sound basis for
concluding that polarization of development affects only

the peripheral regions. Evidence has shown that these

primate cities do have their own problems whose causes are

directly linked with the polarization phenomenon. This

issue will be discussed in detail in the next section. what

is more irnportant, however, is that the existing spatial

49 srlry E. Findley, ep. cr.,q. p.go.
50_--ry, p.96¡ Referring to E.A.J. Johnsonrs, study on lvlarket

Tcn^¡ns and SpatlÐ-Developnerrt in India, National Council of appfiea-
tober 1965¡ and wikiJw. Richard,

Urban ecifth and ttre Transformation of the Settlement Landscape of }Þ<ico -
Studies, October L7-2L, 1973.
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system in the Third. I¡ilorld. countries has prevented the spread

of development benefits and has led to regional imbalances

in them. As a result the level of living and income gap

between the core regions and the peripheral regions have en-

couraged massive migration from the periphery to the core.

This phenomenon has led. to what was earlier described as

subsistence urbanization.

. Some Implications of

Third Wor1d Urbanization Trends

The previous sections have pointed out a number of

characteristics that typify urbanization in the Third Vlorld.

countries. The discussion in this section will concentrate

on the implications of such urbanization processes for nation-

a1 development. Firstly, ít has been established that larger

urban centers in the rhird lilorld countries are growing more

rapidly than the smaller urban centers and in most cases it

is the primate city which captures the lionts share of this

rapid growth. Secondly, Ìt has been pointed out that despite

the substantial growth of urban population in these countries,

with the exception of Uruguay, Venezuela, Chile and Liberia,

depopulation of the rural areas has not really begun to occur.

Thirdly it has been shown that the colonial mode of spatial

organization that exÍsts in these nations is a strong factor

that still regulates their spatial distribution of populatÍon

and economic development.
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It should be noted, however, that the phenomenal

growth experienced by the large cities is not only caused

by rural migration but also through migration from the

smaller cities. Therefore, it must be stressed that it is

not only the rural areas that are affected by the grorvth of

the large cities in the developing nations. The smaller

ciLies, especíal1y those which were established by the

coloníal regimes for the purpose of resource exploitatíon,

are now losing their population to the large urban centres,

Almost all the literature reviewed for this

study focused their discussion on the effect of the large

cities on their peripheral regions (in most cases rural

areas) without seriously considering their impact on the

smaller cities. Although, they did point out that the

extremely rapid growth of the primate cities ín the Third

World countries had engendered stagnation or population

d.ecline in these smaller cities.

The decline in population of these smaller cities
affects immensely the local business that operates in them.

In many cases most of the investors that depend on the

local market are forced to fold up their business or to

move elsewhere taking v¡ith them the employment opportunities

inherent to their firms. While the relocation of business

result.s in a more staid and conservative climate in these

smaller cities it certainly reinforces the tendency to
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out-migration among the members of the labour force as a

reverse employment multiplier begins to operate. This

phenomenon of self-reínforcing imbalance in the system is

described by Gunnar ltlyrd.al as "circular and cumulative

causation" where disequilibrium, such as decline, provides

the condition and stimulus for further decline.

Such population erosion does not only affect the

economic base of these towns, it also has serious implica*

tions for their educational and health facilities, These

facilities become obsolete as the population of the users

continue to decline. These towns that und.ergo transition

share a number of characteristics with most of the rural

communities in the Third World countries: aging populations

due to mirgration selectivity; erosion in both their
financial and natural resources; alterations in the quality

of the labour force, all of which reduces the probability of

their future growth.

While the smaller urban centres are experiencing

population decline the rural population in the Third Vüorld

countries is increasing at an alarming rate, Such an

increase is d.ue to a high birth rate and from all índica-

tions this situation r,vill not significantly change in the

foreseeable future; This rneans that the reservoir of

potential migrants to the urban areas is still relatively
hi9h.
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As indicated earlier, the population explosion

in the rural areas in the Third !üorld countries is one of

the factors that leads to migration. i{hat is of more

importance than the population increase, however, j-s the

limited opportunities in the rural areas which compel the

residents to make their way into the large cities. As

stated by Schumacher:

Their work opportunities are so restricted
that they cannot work their way out of misery.
They are underemployed or totally unemployed,
and when they do find. occassional work their
productivity is exceedingly low. Some of them
have land, buL often too little. ltany have no
land and no prospect of ever getting any, They
are underemployed or totally unemployed. and
then drift inLo the big cities. But there is
no work for them in the big cíties either and,
of courser Do housing. All the same, they
flock into the cities because the chances of
finding some work appears to be greater than in
the viltages where they are nil.þf

Apparently, it is the most valuable human capital

resources in the rural areas that are lost to the urban

areas" This phenomenon is viewed as being detrimental to

rural development due to the fact that the majority of those

who ¡nigrate are often the better educated who have the

greatest potential to transform the rural communities.

q1-'schumacher, E.F., Smal1 Ìs Beautiful: A Study of
as if People Matter'ed, Londons Blond and Bric{qsEconomics as if People Mattered, 99
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However, the basj-c fact is that these migrants find their
way to the larger cities where they feel that the chances

of securing employment ere greater.

It is important to point out that the demographic

growth of large cities in the Third World countries has not

been matched by a corresponding growth of employment

opportunity. As a result, many of the migrants who gain

employment in these cities are underernp.loyed

while the less fortunate join the ranks of the unemployed,

In fact, rapid growth in urban unemployment has been dis-

covered as one of the pressing problems confronting cíties
in the developing nations.

The extent of this problem is well illustrated in

the results of a household survey of Freetown, Sierra Leone,

where it was found that the proportion of the labour force

which vras unemployed had risen from 10.6 per cent in 1960 to

15.5 per cent in 19 67.52 similarly for lligeria, a labour

force study which was undertaken in 1966/67 found I per cent

level of urban unemployment compared to a 0.5 per cent level

in the rural areas. This same study showed that 21 per cent

of the unemployed had been in this state for betlveen sj-x

52 2eair, t,. Mabogunje, I'The Urban Challenge in the
Developing African Countries", ITCC RêView, Vol, III, No, 2
(10) , Íel Aviv, rsraer: rnternä:ffiãffihnical co-operation
Centre, April J-974, p.36.
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months to one year, 26 per cent for between one and two

years and 32 per cent for over two year="53

This state of affaírs is responsible to a great

extent for the high incidence of crime, juvenile delinquency

and prostitution among' the migrants to these cities. Apart

from the deleterious effect which rapid urban growth has on

individuals in the Third Vüor1d countries it also has some

serious implications on the physical characteristics of

their cities. The most pressing one, of course, is the

environmental deterioration that is caused by general over-

crowding and from pressure on housing facilities.

The African experience¡ âs disclosed by Mabogunje,

has shown that this takes the form of an over-use of o1d'

mud buildings which should have been destroyed and rebuilt
-54_long ago."= He also notes that the shortage of living

accommodations in most of the cities in Africa has 1ed to

the construction of squatter settlements at the periphery

of the large cities. V[hat makes the situation more serious

is the fact that, in most cases, such construction is

carried out on vacant public or private lands with little or

53lbid, p.37.

54 3oki., 
". 

Mabogunje, "urbanization Problem in
Africa", in Salah El-Shakh and Robert Ubudho, (ed)
Urbanization, Nationãl DeveloÞmehL and Regional-Bl?hning-

hers" Inc " | !974, P.22,
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no provision for the long term improvements necessary for
development.

The rapid populat.ion girowth of these cities has

not only encouraged squatter settlenrents but has also

engendered extreme overcrorvd.ing in the existing living
accolrmrodation. For instancen in I96L the population of
Metropolitan Calcutta was estimated to be 6,7 million, of
which 70 per cent of the families were living in one room

or less, while at least 2.2 million of these people vüere

lÍving in slums and uncontroll-ed settlemerrt".55 f n a

similar vein, Abíodun has shorvn that Lagos has an average

of 3.8 persons per room and an extreme population density

ranging between 5 to 7 persons per roo*.56

It must be poi-nted out that the extreme concentra-

tíon of people in the Third trdorld cities also affects the

effective operation of most of the essential urban services

such as water supply, sewage systems, electricity, trans-
portation, schools, hospitals, roads and telephone, etc,

Mabogunje confirns that in large African cities the slrnnlrz

55_RAAnan lqerLz
gountries , Report on the
York: Praeger Publishers,

(ed) 'Urbanizgtion and Develep¿4g
Sixtfr ew
Inc., 1973, p.73.

Nigerian
(October,

56_dosepnr-ne
Cities " , Tolrii

Problems in
47, No. 4,,

Olu Abiodun, l'Housing
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of electricity is characterized by frequent blackouts due

to overloading. He also indicates that in these cities

water supply is available only during certain hours of the

day and that the telephone services are perfunctory and
q'l

subject to delays and loss of use."' Similar1y, Ragheb has

reported that several Middle Bastern cities are faced with

significant water shortages. According to his report, the

d.aily shortage of water in Ankara is between 30 
' 
000 and

Ãq
40,000 tons." He also notes that (as was reported for the

Afric.an cities) water supply is available only a few hours

each day in some of the Middle Eastern cities.

Another deep rooted problem in the major cities

in the Thírd World countries is traffic congestion. I'lany

reasons can be deduced for this situation apart from poor

land use planning. The major reason is the extreme concen-

tration of both population and urban functions in few urban

places. Lagos is a Very good example where these factors

have contributed immensely in escalating traffic congestion.

57akin 
". 

I4abogunje, E. git., P.37,

S8l=i= Ragheb, rrPatterns of urban Growth in the
I{iddle Easto', rhe iity in N ¡

Rêaclihgs in Ur se,
L969t P"1a7'
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For instance, during the peak hours in the v¡riter's

experience, it takes a car about two or more hours Èo

travel a dist,ance of five miles in thaÈ cit1n.

These problems are compounded. in the primate ciÈies

which in most cases are the capital cities of most of the

Third lrrorld countries " These rapid.ly expanding cities have

been said to be the most stress-inducing places in the world.

ivlabogunje has pointed out that the rapid rate at which

most of these places häve gro$rn, their "explosion[ beyond'

their legal administrative boundaries, the pressure being

exerted on infrastructural facilities by the increasing

number of their industries and many other problems make

these cities areas of maximum frustration in many African
59countries.-- Diseconomies of high population density are

also reported in the exorhitant land costs in these cit,ies'

The crucial issue, howeverr.is how these problems

could be resolved.. It must be emphasized that' as long as

these Third World countries retain the colonial-Èype

Spatial system, which was deliberately created to facilitate

the exploitation of their resources, the problems now faced

by them can never be resolved. Structural.transformation

of the existing spatial systems in the Third T¡ïorld. counÈries

59 3oLir, 
". 

Mabogunjer' op. cit' , p.23.
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is imperative if any progress is to be made in solving some

of the problems facing these countries. Structural trans-

formation implies breakíng down the spatial, economic and

institutional barriers that limit a societyts capacity for
60

Cff O\^IEÍI.

Logan suggests a number of items that need to

be restructured in those societies whose spatial systems

are very much externally oriented. According to him, the

key components of their spatial systems that need to be

restructured are the urban centres, the transportation net*

work that links them, and the organizational structure that

propels demand and other incentives through the =y=t"*,61
However, very few Third lrlorld countries have come up with

actions that are geared towards structural transformation

of the spatial systern they inherited from their coloníal

rulers

The apparent reason for such action in the

limited number of cases is to eliminate the spatial

inequality in regional development that exists in them and

also to organize their resources so as to meet the needs of

60"o9rrr¡ M.I. ¡ "The Spatial
Strategies in Developing Countries" n

Review, 62, 2 ()"972) | p.230.

System and Planning
The 'Geograþhica1

61 rbid, p.231.
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their people as a whole. It seems that the only countries

in the Third World that have made some prog'ress in this
direction are those that have a Communist system of govern-

ment and those that claim to be socíalistic.62 For example,

Tanzania with its local brand of socialism has made some

efforts tov¡ards restrucruring its spatial system. Althoughn

unlike its counterparLs j-n the communist regimes, Tanzania t s

economy is still very much oriented towards the inter-
national capitalist system. This, in fact, is the greatest

handicap which frustrates Tanzaniats effort to attain its
desired goal of transforming its spatial system.

Of central importance here is the influence u¡hich

the spatial disintegration in most of the Third. Wor1d

countries has on their urbanization, As stated by Slater;
One of the achievements of countries such

as Cuba, North Korea, Vietnam and China is
that their previous spatial disintegration has
been replaced by a system of spatial organization
which utilizes to the fullest the resources of
all the various zones of their territories so as
to satisfy internal needs" As a result, inter*
regional inter-dependencies and exchanges have
evolved and matured as an important solj.difvincÌ
agent of national economic intejratlotr.63

62oavid Slater, r'Underdevelopment and Spatial
fnequality: Approaches to the Problems of Regional
Planning in the Third World", Progress in Planninqin (ed)
D. Diamond and J. B. ltcI,aughli
Great Britain: Pergamon Press ì L975.

63r¡ia, p.158.
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He also argues that so long as a space economy

is internally atomized and externally tied, such development

is not possi-ble.63

It must be stressed that spatial development as

a residue of colonial exploitation is one of the major

factors responsible for the rapid population growth of

prímate cities in the Third. lilorld countries, Therefore,

any planning strategy that aims at controlling the growth

of the Third V[orld cities must be geared towards elíminating

the dominance which their core regions have over their

peripheral regions.

tttþig, p.158



CHAPTER IIÏ

PATTERNS AND PROCESSES OF URBANfZATION IN NTGERTA

The preceding chapter provides the basis for

analyzing the trend of urbanization in Nigeria. Therefore,

the purpose here is to examine the Nigerian urbanization

trend and also to determine whether those urbanization

processes highlighted earlier as being operative in Third

World countries are equally pre.valent in the Nigerian case.

This chapter is divided into three sections. The

first section will describe the demographíc dimensions of

the four major regions in Nigeria in order to determine the

urban and rural population distribution in those regions.

The second section will deal with the geographic distribu-

tion of Nigerian cities with the aim of establishing two basic

points. Firstly, to establish whether there is a balance

in the geographic distribution of cíties among' the various

regions in Nigería. Secondly, to establish where urban

growth has been most pronounced within the period L952 to

1963 and also to point out those factors that have encour-

aged. the rapid growth of those cities. Section three

d.iscusses the implications of such trends as they relate to

national development.
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Dístribution of Rural and Urban Population

At Lhe outseü it is essential to provide some basic

inforrnation about- Iiigeria. Presently'it' is the most

populous country in Africa rvith a population of over

79 millionl people. It must be stressed that the growth

potential of this country's population is very high. Ú'Iith

a medium grorvth rate estimated to be 3 per cent per annum

the population is expected to pass the 90 million nark by

IIBO-2 The rate of urbanizati on in Nigeria is also quite

phenorrrenal as is the case in r¡.ost Sub-Saharan African

nations which are known to have the highest annual growth

rate (or,'er 5 per cent) in the Third. i'lorld. Ajaegbu has

pointed out that the rate of .urbanization in lÏigeria was

estirnated at about 5 per cent per annum betr'¡een 1931 and

L953 and by 1963 urban population was increasilg at over

'l*This figure is baseC on the 1973 census result-
Hov¡ever, it is difficult to confirm the accuracy of this
figure since census taking generates one of the most
recurring problems in the developing nations, For more
d.etails on the problems engendered by the 1963 Nigerian
Census, see T.I. Ekanemr'The 1963 Nigerian Çensus:
A Cri-ti_ca1 AÞpraisal, Benin City, Nigeri-a: Ethiope

n, L972

2z- 'Iulabogunje, Akin L-, Growth ?o1ês anC Groivth
Centres in the Regional'Developntent of Nigeria, a report

ute for
Social Developnent, Report i'lo. 71.3, Geneva, L97l-.' p.11.
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B per cent per annum for the whole country,3

Despite the rapid urbanization that is taking

place in Nigeria it still remains overwhelmingly rural in

character. This point is clearly illustrated in Table IV

r,vhich shows that about 90 per cent of the hTigerian

population lived in rural areas in 1952 as against 81 per

cent in 1963. However, it must be noted that the percent-

age of the rural population declined within this ^period

while the urban population increased from 10 per cenL in

1952 to 19 per cent in 1963 and this trend towards urban-

ization is continuing. Evidence from this table also

provides strong support for' the contention that the

population of settlements ranked as urban (i.e, settlements

with populations of 20,000 or more) in Nigeria are growing

very rapidly. It indicates broadly that there has

occurred a steady growth in the number of these settlements

as well as in the percentage of the total population living
in them. For example, in L92L 16 urban centres existed in
lJigeria while in 1963 there v¡ere 178 such centres.4

However, the rnain issue is not the aggregate growth of urban

?'-Ajaegbu, H,L, Urban and Rural Dêrleloþment, in
Nigêria, London: I{einemann Fres s , 197 6 , p,32.

L- See Tabfe TV.
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centres and. urban population but the pattern of their
distribution and its implications.

On the basis of these observati-ons and of the more

detailed. d.iscussion to be presented below, it must be

emphasized that although the rates of urbanization in
Nigeria have been quite phenomenal, at present it still is
relatively "non-urbanized" in nature, This is particularly

true when one compares Nigeriars situation with that of

Canada which is one of the most urbanized countries in the

world. In Lg67, for example, when about 44 per cent5 of

the Canadian population lived in twelve of their major

cities only 7 per cent of the l'{igerian population (1963

figures) lived in sixteen of the major urban centres in that
country. Furthermore, in 1963 some 19 per cent of the

Nigerian population resided in communities classified as

urban while 70 per cent of Canadats inhabitants líved ín

urban centres in 196l_"

It must be stressed that if an urban centre is to

be defíned as a large settlement of people of whom a

signifieant proportion are occupied in specialized and non.-

agricultural activities and also provided with a piped

tr
J 

- 
r,r .Ll-cnwl_cK,

Prospêcts, Ottawa:
1970, p.73.

N.H. Urban Canada: Problerns and
Canaclian Moitgäg-é-ãnd Housing Corporation,
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water supplyf electricity, modern health and educational

services, then more than 45 per cent of those communities

classified as urban in Nigeria exhibit little or no urban

features 6 at all. For consistencyr however¡ wê have to

accept the statistical definition of what is urban for this
study.

Fig. 1 and Table V show the distribution of both

the urban and rural population in Nigeria in 1953 and 1963.

As mentioned earlier, abouL 90 per cent of Nígeriars
population lived in rural communities in 1953 as against

81 per cent in L963. At the regional level the corresponding

figures v/ere 96 per cent and 90 per cent for the North,

6"or example, towns like Nnewi, fhíalan Ijebu-Ode
and shagamu that \^rere id.entified as some of the major cities
in Nigeria, in Mabogunjers study on "Urban Land policy and
Population Growth in Nigeria", in S. H, Ominde and
C. N. Ejioguts PopUlãtion GroWtIì and. Economic Development in
Afrigar London:
p.237, supports the argument that the majority of the
Nigerian rural communities are designated as urban d.espite
a total absence of urban features in them, To include these
communities in the urban category is to do a gross injustice
to realíty, This mistake is partly a result of the ,l_963
census which defines an urban area in Nigeria as one with a
population of 20t000 or more inhabitants. lfith the rapid.
growth rate of the countryrs rural communities which stands
at over 4 per cent per annum, it is very easy for those
communities to obtaìn a minimum population of 20r000 persons
without basically altering in appearance or assuming any of
the functions generally associated with urbanism, In the
case of Nigeria and other deveroping nations the definition
of urban centre as a settlement with a populatj_on of 20r0OO
and over is not in order.
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61 per cent and 50 per cent for the T¡Iest, 94 per cent and

89 per cent for the East, 93 per cent and 89 per cent for
the Midwest and 36 per cent and 24 per cent for Lagos

state- They also indicate that the proportion of the
Nigerian population living in urban areas increased
significantly between 1953 and 1963. Furthermore, they
indicate that the rate of urbanization varies between the
regions in Nigeria.

As was shown in Table IV, the population of the
Nigerians who live in urban areas increased. twelve-fold.
within a forty-two year period. However, the growth in the
urban population duríng the L953/63 period \^ras more rémark-
able. During this period the urban population increased
from 10 to 19 per cent of the countryrs total population.
As may be seen in Table v, the percentage of the various
regions's population which is urban varies considerably,
rangíng from 3.6 per cent in 1953 to 10.5 per cent in 1963

for the North, 39.1 per cent in l-953 to 50.5 in 1963 for
the west, 6.3 per cent in 1953 to 11.1 per cent in 1963 for
the East, 7.4 per cent in 1953 to 11.5 per cent in 1963 for
the Midwest and 64.5 per cent in 1953 to 76.0 per cent in
L963 for Lagos State

At the regional level the data in Table V shows

conclusívely that the most urbanized. area in Nigeria is
Lagos state followed by the lvestern region, each with over
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half of their populations in towns of 201000 and over,

while the least urbanized of the regions is the North. rt
is important to mention that the Miilwest and East apparent-

ly experienced the greatest decline in their rurar popula-

tion during the 1953-63 period while Lagos and the vfest had

the least decl ine in their rural population. Between 1953

and 1963 the rural population of the various regions

declined by 6.9 per cent, II.4 per cent, 4.8 per cent,
4.1 per cent and 11.5 per cent respectively for the North,

Vüest, East, l'{idwest and Lagos.

Table VI brings out a striking contrast in the
annual growth rate of urban population of the various
regions in Nigeria from l-952 to 1963: that is to sây, even

though the Northern Region was earlier mentioned. as being

the least urbanized of all the regions the annual growth

rate of urban population for the region during the 19s2^63

period was dj-scovered to be the highest. As may be seen in
the same tabIe, the annual growth rate of urban population

for all the other regions was fairly uniform ranging from

9.0 per cent to 11.6 per cent during the same period..

Another significant observat.ion can be made from the

statistics presented in the tablen namely,

the urban population in the North grevi at a rate of 16.1

per cent per annum which was far in excess of Lhe 11.8

per cent rate at which the nationts urban popuration grew.
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If ind.ividual cities are examined, their rate of

growth varies considerably. (Figures 2 and, 3 show the

distribution of the Nigerian major cities and the changes

in the population of those cities between 1952-63). In the

North, the population of Kano grew from a27 t205 persons in
1952 to 295,432 persons at the time of the 1963 census/

which is an increase of about 8.0 per cent per annum.

Kaduna, which was the administrative capital for the former

Northern Nigerian government, experienced a more remarkable

growth, from 44,540 persons in 1952 to I49,9L0 persons i-n

1963 at the high rate of over 13 per cent per annum. Zaría,

which is the closest city to Kaduna, expanded from 53,974

to L66,I7 0 at a rate of 11 per cent per annum.

The rapid growth of these cities (Zaria, Kaduna and

Kano) can be attributed to the inflow of migrants from all
parts of the nation. Of these in-migrants, 1821000 origi-
nated from Northern Nigeria (including 100r000 from the

rural parts of the core area itself), over 331000 from East-

ern Nigeria, over 15,000 from Western Ni-geria (including

Ilorin and Kabba, divisions of Northern Nigeria) and nearly

2,OOO from Midwestern Uigeria.T Jos is another major city

-'Green, Leslie and l.lilone, Vincent, Ubanizati_sn_iq
Nigeria: A Plahhihg Com¡nentary, An fnternational Ur¡ániza-
tion Survey Report to the Ford. Foundation; New York t a972, p"7.
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in the North which grew from 38,527 to 90t402 persons at a

rate of 8.1 per cent per annum. The overall urban popula-

tion of what is known as the central core area (Jos, Kaduna,

Kano and Zaria) of northern Nigeria grew from 264 ?246 to
70Lt914 persons in 1963 at a combined rate of 9.3 per cent

per annum. It must be pointed out that according to the

L963 census these four cities combined accounted for about

22.5 per cent of the urban populatÍon in the North and also

accounted for 53.1 per cent of the population of the eleven

major urban centres in the North.

In the East, the 1963 census indicates that the

population of Aba rose to 1311003 persons at a rate of
7.7 per cent per annum¡ Enugu grew from 62t764 to 738t457

persons at a rate of 7.5 per cent per annum; Onitsha from

76t92I to 163,032 at a rate of 7.1 per cent per annumi port

Harcourt expanded from 77-t634 to 179 t563 persons at an even

higher rate of 8,7 per cent per annumr These major urban

centres in the East accounted for 612t055 persons by 1963

and had. 44.2 per cent of the total urban population in the

Eastern Region. These centres combined gre\^/ at a rate of
7.8 per cent per annum,

For the Vüest, Ibadanrwhich prior to the .1963 census

was the largest city in Nigeria, grew to only 627 t37g

persons at a relatively slow'rate of just under 3.0 per cent

per annumj' Abeokuta and ogbomosho expanded more raptdly from
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84,45I to 187 t292 persons and from 139r535 to. 319r881

persons respectívely at the annual rates of 7.5 and 7.9

per cent; Ondo increased by 6.8 per cent; Oyo from 72tL33 to

LL2,349 persons at a rate of 4,1 per cent per annum.

In the Midwest the population of Benin gre\^/ from

53,753 to 100,694 persons at the time of the 1963 census

or by 5.9 per cent per annum; Sapele expanded from 331638 to

61,007 aL a modest rate of 5,6 per cent per annum, Of the

three major cities in the l4idwest, lrlarri experienced. the most

remarkable population growth, from L9 t526 persons in 1952 to

55,254 in 1963 at the high rate of 9.9 per cent per annum.

By 1963 these three cities combined had 76.5 per cent of the

population of the six cities in the MidwesL and appeared to

have increased at the rate of L02.9 per cent from 1952*1,963.

Lagos, which ranked second in the hierarchy of cities
prior to the 1963 census, outgrew Tbadan, then the first

ranking cíty, by expanding frorn 267,407 Lo 665,246 persons

at a rate of 8.6 per cent per annum and spread beyond its
city boundaries to form a metropolitan region of J-r089/868

persons which gre\^z at 11.5 per cent per annum. It is
interesting to note that in-migration has been a significant
factor in the growth of the Nigerian cities. For exarnple,

Green in his stud.y indicátes'tlrat between 1952 and 1963 644,000

persons migrated to }4etropolítan T,agos giving an average intalce into

tlre city of 591000 a year. He fi:rther enphasizes that of these
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migrants nearly 510,000 (or 79 per cent) are estimated to

have been members of the Western ethnic groups and. to have

originated from the former Vfestern regíon. Of the rest,
over 106,000 (or 16 per cent) from Eastern Nigeria; over

23,000 (or 4 per cent) arrived. from Midwestern Nigeria and

over 6r000 (or I per cent) originated in Northern Nigeria.S

Out of the previous paragraphs the fol1owíng

issues clearly emerge:

1. A large proportion of the Nigerian population stil1

live in the rural areas although the proportion has

declíned from 89.7 per cent to 80.8 per cent during

the L952 to 1963 period.

2. The Nigerian population living in urban areas increased

substantíally between I92I and. 1963 and also the number

of settlements classified as urban increased from 16 to

L78 during this period

3. The rates of urbanization vary between the different
regions in Nigeria, and

4. The growth rates of Nigerian cities vary consíderably.

Bl,eslie Green, "Migration, Urbanization and National
Development in Nigeria" in Samir Amin (ed), Modern Migration
inWesternAfnica,London:oxfordUniversitv@
ñ
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Spatíal Development as Reflected Through
the Niqerian Urban Svstem

The previous section has revealed that from rg2l
to 1963 the proportion of urban population in Niqeria has

increased substantially and also the number of settlements
classified as urban has increased from 16 to r7g. The

purpose here is to examine the geographic d.istribution of
these cities to ascertain if there is a bàlance in the
spatial distribution of cities between the various regions

and also to establish where urban population concentration
has been most pronounced, along with the factors that have

encouraged such urban hypertrophy9 in Nigeria.
Table V shows that the Vrlest, which had one-sixth

of the country's population during the 1963 census, contains
a disproportionate number of large and medium sized cities
in Nigería. of the twenty-three cities that had 1oo,oo0 or
more ínhabitants in 1963, twelve were located ín the west,

five were in the North, four were located in the East, one

was located in Lagos state and one was in the Midwest.

gJoseph 
Spangler in his article on ,,Africa and the

Theory of optimum size", in Horace Miner, The city in ModernAfrica, New York: Praeger publishers, Inc.re
Eñã:Eerm "hypertrophy" to defi-ne a situation in which onecity is dominant in a given country but in this study the
term was used to refer to a small number of cities which
typify the Nigerian urban system. As such, the term fits
the primate city rubric which, according to Janet L. Abu-Lughod,ís a city which has a virtual monopoly over urban-type goodã
and services in which a disporportionately rarge share of a
countryrs urban population is concentrated. Jânet L. Abu-Lughod,
"urbanization in Egypt: present state and Future prospects"l
in^e,sonomic Derzelopnent ?++ çg1þLlg?+-$er-rEe, Vol.l3, No. 2, Jart.lrg65,p.316.
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Similarly, the Vüest had a disproportionate number

of towns with over 50,000 persons. Of the twenty-nine

towns in that category in 1963, fifteen vrere located in the
Ï¡fest, eleven hrere located. in the North, two were in the Mid-

west, while the East had one. rt was only in the 251000 to
50,000 category that the North had a slight edge over the

v[est with fifty-three such settle¡nents while forty-five
hrere located in the üIest, twenty*five in the East and. two

in the l¡lidwest.f 0

Evidence, âs indicated so far in this section, has

shown that there is an ímbalance in the geographic distri-
bution of cities between the various regions in Nigeria.
Howeverr âs disclosed in the preceding section, the growth

rate of these cities varies substantially. Figure 4 shows

the cities (core areas) of greatest population concentration

and increase in Nigeria. rt also shows that in the North

the urban system is becoming concentrated and extremely

dense in the central core area of that region, It must be

noted that in 1963 out of the sixty-níne urban centres in
the North four of them (Jos, Kano, Zaría and Kaduna)

possessed more than 22.0 per cent of the urban population

and grew at a combined. rate of 9.3 per cent per annum.

lo ra
smaller than
mentioned in

must be noted
Lhe }Iorth but
this studv.

that the Vfest is geographically
bigger than the other regions
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In the other regj_ons there has been a similar trend

towards extreme concentration of population in few cities.
For example, in the East a network of urban placeS. (port

Harcourt, Aba, Onitsha and Enugu) connected by road, rail
and river communications are the main areas of population

concentration. rn 1963, out of the thirty urban centres in
the East, these four major urban centres contained 44.I per

cent of that region's urban population.

Tn the Midwest, urban population tends to concen-

trate in Vüarri, Sapele and Benin. In 1963n for example,

these three cities had 76.5 per cent of the urban population

in that region. on the other hand., it must be stressed that
the lvest, which had over forty per cent of the urban centres

in Nigeria v¡ith over 20,000 inhabitants during the same

period, had a disproportionate number of its urban popula-

tion concentrated in a few cities. This contention is
supported by the fact that the population of the twelve

rnajor cities (2t424t295) in that region accounted for
50.6 per cent of its overall urban populatior.lf Further,
it must be pointed out that Ibadan, which is the largest
city in the i¡Jest, contained over one and a half times the

population of Ogbomosho, the second largest city in that
region. Despite this overall trend Ïbadan grew from

1l_ 5̂ee
centres in the

Table V for the total population of urban
West.

7I
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45g,196 in l-952 to 635,011 persons in 1963 at a relatiVely

slow rate of just under 3 per cent per annum while Ogbomosho

increased from 1391535 to 319,881 persons at a rate of 7.8

per cent per annum. In other words, the point that needs to

be emphasized. in this case is that, despite the slow grov,ith

which Ibadan experienced between l-952 and 1963, it has a

population twice as large as the population of Ogbomosho

which is the second largest city in the Vfestern region.

A detailed analysis of the data presented in

Table V leads one to an irrefutable conclusion that

Metropolitan Lagos is the area of greatest population conceû-I-

tratíon and increasei a state of, affairs largely arising frcm inraigration.

As indicated earlier, Lagos expanded from 267,407 to 665,246

persons at a rate of 8.6 per cent per annum and grew beyond

its ad.ministrative boundaríes to form a metropolitan region

of L,OBT,869 persons in 1963 which girew at the rate of

11.5 per cent per annum.

The dominance of the areas mentioned in the pre-

ceding paragraphs cannot be judged by numbers alone, they

also have a virtual monopoly over the non-agrarian economy

in Nigeria. According to the L965 Inventory of Industrial

Establishmerrt"12, twelve out of the sixteen industrial towns

tt ,rrdo"tri-al
Office of Statistics,

Survey Nigeria L964 and 1965, Federal
Lagos, Nigeria.
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in Nigeria are situated in those core areas that !\rere

identified elsewhere in this chapter. On the whoIe, 87.B

per cent of ind.ustrial em-ployment and 96.4 per cent of gross

industrial output was concentrated in these twelve cities.

The four major cities in Eastern Nigeria (Port

Harcourt, Aba, Onitsha and Enugu) had 85.4 per cent of

industrial employment in that region. Tn the Vüest, out of

the three major industrial towns in that region, Ibadan

accounted for 42.I per cent of that region's industrial

employment. Whereas in the Midwest, roughly the whole

industrial employment in that region was located in Benin

and Sapele while the four major cities (Jos, Kano, ZarLa and

Kaduna) in the core area of t{orthern region had 86.1 per cent

of the regionos industrial employment. Metropolitan Lagos

alone was shown to have accounted for 35.2 per cent of

industrial employment and 38.6 per cent of industrial output

in Nigeria.

It must be stressed that these areas have not only

dominated the field of manufacturing but have in the past

dominated. the field of coîtmerce and adm.inistration. This

point was emphasized by Green and Milone who d.ísclosed that

in 1959 only 19 per cent of'the trade by road between the

Northern and the Ï¡lestern Nigeria (Íncluding Lagos) oríginated

from Kano and only 19 per cent endecl in Lagos, and by 1964

as much as 39 per cent began in Kano and. 71 per cent was
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destined for Lagos. They also ind.icated. that of all the

registered businesses in Eastern Nigeria in 1963, 36 per cent

were ín Port Harcourt, Aba had.24 per cent, Enugu had.19 per

cent and onitsha had 18 per cent and together they accounted

for 97 per cent of all the registered businesses in that
.13regr_on.

As for Warri, which is the third major but fastest
growing city in the Midwest, its proximity to the petroleum

producing areas and the transfer to it of the headquarters

of the major oil companies upon the outbreak of civil war in
Nigeria are responsible for its inclusion in the list of the

major growth areas in the country. As disclosed by Green

and Malone, Abíodunrs estimatíon shows that the population

of Vüarri has grown from 55,254 persons in 1963 to about

100,000 in I97I and that it has a suburban fringe population

of approximately 30,000 p"opl".14

In recent years, especially since the creation of
the States in L967, most of the former Provincial Capitals
that nort/ serve as State Capitals have started growing

at'',a, fasLef rate than was the case rpreviously. yet,

before that period, the provincial capitals

13l,es1ie Green and Vincent Milone, op. cit., p.14.

l4tbid, p.L7.
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\^Iere noted. to enjoy more rapid growth than the other smaIl

towns. For example, Maiduguri, the present capital of
Bornu State, grew from 56,740 to I39,965 persons by J-963 at
a rate of 8.6 per cent per annum; Sokoto, the capital of
Sokoto State, rose from 511986 to 89rgi-7 persons at a rate
of 5.1 per cent per annumi Calabar, the capital of Cross

River State, by 4.5 per cent per annum and Akure, the

capital of Ondo Stater by 5.6 per cent per annum.

On reverting attention to the main urbanization trend,

there are a number of reasons why over-concentration of
population and economic activity have taken place in the four

core areas disclosed. in this stud.y. Fìrrstly, those urban

centres, with the exception of Benin which is an aúninistrative

headquarters, v/ere favoured by their location on rail lines
or on rivers or coastal ports. Secondly, the infrastructural
development in these urban centres provide greater at.traction
to new industries as against locating in other cities where

such facilities are lacking. Any new industrial plant that
moves into these centres does not have to face the problems of
installing its own water pipes, establishing its o!ün po\^/er

supply, build.ing houses, providing recreational facilities,
schools and. health facilities to attract its labour. Ihirdly, apart.

frcm ttre external ecrcncrnies already accr¡rnrlated in those core areas based

on the. railway network dati-ng :from colonial times, the

Government's implementation of import-substitution style
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industrial policies since the attainment of independence

have enoffnously engendered more concentration of economic

actj-vities in those core areas and. not least at the ports.
It is suffice to assert. that as long as the }ligerian

Government retains indusÈrialization policies that are

based on the concept of import substitution, and v¡hich

greatly favour those cities on the existing transportation

lines, the pattern of urbanization which emerged. since 1963

v¡ill persist. Presently, at the apex of the hierarchy,

stands the primate city of Lagosls which has a population

twice as large as the second largest city in Nigeria.

Second in the hierarchy are the core areas of Northern,

Eastern, Midwestern and I;{estern Nigeria. Third., are some of
.the State Capitals that are not within these core areas and

which have been expanding at approximately tw'ice tlre national rate
of :grovrth.

The Implications and. Conseqüences of

. Such Urbanization TrenCs

It rnust be noted that in-migration is the principal

factor that contributes to the rapid poputation increase in
Nigerian cíties, especially those belonging to the core areas.

15R"f"r to Gerald Breeser op. cit. , p.48, for a
more detail-ed discussion on the characteristics of a primate
city. It must be pointed out that Lagos has all the
characteristics menLioned for a primate city.
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What is not so obvious, hovrever, is the extent at which

natural increase contributes towards urban population.

However, explicit support for the contention that migration

is the rnain contributor to the population of the Nigerian

cities is provid.ed by Ajaegbur16 rho cited some empirical

studies which found that the fertÍlity rates in the Nigerian

urban areas \^7ere lov¡er than those in t.he rural communities "

Similarly, Green's17 study in postulating that the population

of those cities in the core areas increased at a rate not

less than three times the nationaL rate of growth shows that

through natural increase alone their populatíon would not

have Erolrn as it did during the period L952 to 1963.

At this juncture, it must be emphasized that the

influx of migrants to these nodal areas is a resul-t of the

polarízation of diverse occupations in them, such as in the

commercen industry and. civil service sectors. These migrants

move to cities v¡ith the intention of securing employment and

also believe that core areas would provide them with a v¡ide

range of choice and opportunities v¡hich the smaller towns

and the rural areas cannot provide.

16-.--Ajaegbu, H.I. r op, Ë., p,35.

L]*' Leslie Green, I'l4igration, Urbanization and
National Development ín Samin Amin, (ed), t{odern Migration
in Western Africa, London: Oxford University Press | 19741
p.z-
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The convergience on these cities of large streams of

migrants from the other parts of the country has serious

implications not only on those cities but also on the areas tLrat ttre

migirants abandon. First, of cor:rse, is the fact that as urban

populations grow so does the pressure on their resources and

infrastructure. Secondly though, and seemingly of nruch

greater consequence, is the fact that as urban centres

continue to expand they eventually reach a point at which

diseconomies of scale begin with respect to the cost of

providing services to their inhabitants. The negative

impact of these phenomena as being experienced in the

Nigerian urban centres is the rapid deterioration of the

exísting urban services due to a lack of financial resources

to provide for the increased demand for those services.

A high concentration of people in the major

Nigerían cities has led to excessive demands on services

thereby resulting in such things as constant power failure

due to overloading, a shortage of public transportation and

an intermittent supply of pipe'borne water. Apart from the

effects which the growth of these cities have on the afore-

mentioned urban servíces, it also has other deleterious

consequences. For example, the increased number of people

in these cities has escalated the already existing housJ-ng

accommodation problem in them.
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ït must be recognized that the housing probl_em in
these major cities is rp.anifest in many forms. Generally,

the increased d.emand on housing accommodatíon has engendered

an astronomical increase in rent. secondly, in most of those

cities a shortage of housing has encouraged the use of
dirapidated build.ings and equally encouraged overcro\^iding in
the existing housíng. Table vfr, which is an extract from

the Nigerian Thírd National Development plan | 1,975 19BO/

sumntarizes the results of a recent survey of urban housing

conditions by the Federal Office of Statistics, It helps

to illustrate in a quantitative way the deficiencies of
residential accommodation in some of the rnaior towns and

cities in Nigeria.

As an indication of the seriousness of overcrowding

it can be seen that in A970-7L about 72.5 per cent of house-

hold.s in Lagos were one room housing units while the average

number of persons per room was 3.8. For Kano, which is one

of the major cities in the core area of Northern Region,

the corresponding magnitudes \^rere 69 .L per cent and 2.4. As

a further indication of the low quality of a large proportion

of existing dwelling units about 30.7 per cent of households

in florin h/ere served by tap water while only 10.3 per cent

had water system toilet. Conditions \dere even worse in
Benin where the corresponding percentages were only 24.9 and
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and 4. 0 respectirruly. 18

The other problems that could be attributed. to the

massive population agglomeration in major Nigerian cities
are high costs of land, discordant land. uses and traffic
congestion, especially in Lagos where chaotic traffic
conditions have become endemic. However, it must be pointed

out that in terms of employment the demographic growth of
these urban areas has not been matched by a corresponding

growth of employment opportunities. High unemployment

varying from 10 to 20 percent occurs in these cities despíte
the fact that opportunities are also greater in them than in
both the smaller towns and the rural areas. This point
brings us back to the issue of over-urbanization, and. at
this juncture, it will be argued. that Nigerian cities unable

to provide employment opportunities for their inhabitants
are obviously over-urbanized.

abogunje, in his study, dj-sc1osed. that the Labour

Force Sample Survey of 1966-67 indicated an urban unemploy-

ment rate of 8.9 per cent while the rural rate was 0.5 per

cent and the national average vTas L.7 p"r ."rrt.19 Falae

l8Nigeria's third National Develspment qfan. Ig75-
B0, Vol. 1, f
Econom-c Development, Lagos, IglS, p.30i.

79 
L,'Mabogunje, Akin L., Cities and Socíal Order,

Ibadan: Ibad.an University Press , L97tr;- p:29.
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emphasized that a further d.isaggregation would reveal even

greater d.ifferentials in the rate of unemployment among the

various cities where the range was from under 10 per cent to
over 20 p"r ""rrt.20 However, l4abogunjets study further
stresses that the above-mentioned survey result ind.icated

that BB.0 per cent of unemployed persons in the Nigerian

cities Ì¡¡ere in the age class of L5-29 years and that over

70 per cent have had no previous work experien"".2l This

indicates that substantial numbers of t.he unemployed persons

in the Nigerían cities \Ä/ere largely young school leavers who

must have migrated in search of employment,

It must be emphasized that the unemployment

phenomenon in these cities also has serious implications for
the urban residents. First, of course, is the fact that it
raises the depend-ency load of urban residents, a burden

which is already very serious as a result of the existíng
high birth rate and the large average family sj-ze. Secondly,

this burden is even more serious due Lo the fact that the

concentration of so many people in urban areas means greater

demand and consequent rise in prices of foodstuffs. Thirdly,

20at1tu , o. n "Unemployment in lligeria" in The
N_iqef ian Jourpal of EconoJn:_Ls and Social qtrrlligF, Vol, 13,
No. I, Marcht 197L. p.65

)1 ll=l4abogunje, Akin L., op" cit., p.30
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the fact that the unemployed migrants participate in the

consumption of most of the urban services v¡hich they hard.ly

pay for means that the cost of providing those services are

paid by the gainfully-employed residents alone. Fourthly,

a majority of the unemployed who are unfortunate enough not

to receive assistance from any of the residents, out of

frustration, often turn to crime and other allied vices like

delinqueocyr alcoholism, gambling and prostitution.

It has become clear to most observers that of all

the urban cenLres in Nigeria, Lagos is where these problems

are.most explosive and require, immediate g'ovenment inter-

vention to Save the city" Magogunje, in a lecture delivered

at the University of lbadan, indicated the defects of the

Nigerian urban slrstem by citing an editorial captioned

"saturation Point" which appeared in one of Nigeriars major

newspapers, the "New Nigeriano' of May 13, A972," According

to him, the paper calls attention to the seriousness of the

situation in the following v/ords:

"Lagos cannot go on like llhis. The accom-
modation problern is desperate. There is no
d.ichotomy betrveen coñìmercial offices and resi-
dential area....The industría1 growth strains
the water supply system to desperate limits'
Traf f ic in the city is synon)¡mous with chaos '
The sum toLal of the vast and grovring population
concentrati-on is that the situation has reached
a stage that it is exercising the Lagos State
Government. beyond its capacÌties" However, this
problem need not be thought"of as peculiar only
to Lagos" In 20 or 30 years it light þ" the
turn of the present State capitals. The
planners and decision-makers should now and in
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future avoid putting all their ind.ustrial and
development eggs in a few urban baskets."22

As mentioned earlier, the influx of migrants to

these urban areas also has serious implications to the areas

they moved from. At the outset it. is important to recognize

that in Nigeria most of the migrants move from the rural

communities where agriculture is the major employer of the

rural labour force. The fact that agriculture, which was

once the main contributor to Nigeriats Gross Dornestic

Product. is losing its labour force when it was not mechan*'

izeð" shorvs that the consequence of such phenomenon is more

serious than was thought by many people. Yesufu has

disclosed that agriculture which accounted for 53. B per cent

of the GDP in 1966-67 d_ropped to 41.8 per cent in L97L-72

period-.23

Apart from the effect on agricultural production,

out-migration obviously has other consequences for the rural

communities. Among the diverse consequences of rural-to-

urban migration must be included the possible j-mpacts on

rural demography. ExpJ-icit suport for this position is

2)"rbig, P ' 31

23 --^r ñ^-Yesufu" T.M,, "Employment, Manpower and Economic
Development in Ni$eria; Some.'Issues of Moment", Ibg
Idicreriãn Journal of Economic and S'oc'ial Studies, Vol , L6 ,
No. L, I974, p.49.
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provided by some empirical studies on Nigeria. These

stud-ies did emphasize that it has always been the young men

and women who left the village to seek employment and the

freer life of the cities thus leaving the o1d folks, women

and children behind to carry on v¡ith the traditional life of

the village. Among the authors of these studies is

Leslie Green, who pointed out that in the Southern districts

of Abeokuta and Ijebu provinces, and in Colony province,

the averagie age of the rural population has risen and

aggregate numbers have become staLionary and- even declinedt

in spite of a normally high rate of natural incre u=u,'n

One final impact of out-migration is its negative

effect on rural developrnent. Green also pointed out that

rural-to-urban migration did. precipitate rapid environmental

deterioration in some parts of Nigeria due to a lack of

ad.equate maintenance. He emphasized that. some districts in

Western Nigería are marked by derelict oil mi1Is, empty

houses, broken bridges and. deteriorat.ing toad".25

24-'For more discussion on the rural demographic
impact of rural-to-urban migration in Nigeria see olusanyat
P.O., Socio-Economic Aspects of Rúral-Urban lt1ÌgraLion in
westerñ-ttlgeilã, Ñlgeria fnstiLute of Social and Economic
@sity of rbada4, June 1969, Leslie Green,
op. cit. , p.294.

"rbid , p.294.
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As a conclusion, if we are to consider the

Nigerian urbanization trend within the context of our find.-

ings in the preceding chapter, it. becomes rather apparent

that Nigeria exhibits those characteristics that were said

to be common with the Third World countires urbanization

trend..

The similarities between the Nigerian urbaniza-

tion trend and that of the other Third World countiies can

be summarized in the following points:

1. That Lagos, the administrative capital of Nigeria,
typifies the contrasts which characterize most

primate cities in the other Third World countrj-es;

2. The high degree of polarízation of economíc activity
in the core area (areas as in the Nigerian case)

has negative impact on the growth of both the small

cities and the rural communities;

3. In Nigeria, as well as in the other Third Vüorld

countries, the core areas are noted to be parasitical
in their relations with peripheral regions due to
the fact tttat tlreir gi:cnrtrbh is h-igh11r dependent. upon tfiê ressr¡rces
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extracted from both the rural areas and the srnaller

cities (i.e. labour force, raw materials, etc.);
4. The flow of migrants from the peripheral regions (small

cities and rural communities) to the core areas Ceprives

them of the effective labour forces needed to maintain

their economic viability;
5. In Nigeria, as well as in the other d.eveloping nations,

the concentration of economic activity and population in
the core areas v¡as found to have g'enerated a growing

volume of negative externalities whích affects not only

the urban inhabitants but equally has serious ramifica-

tions on both the political and economic stability of

these nations;

6. The more serious of these externalities are the degrada-

Lion of the physical environrnent of the core areas, high

cost of providing urban services, land speculation and

misuse and unemployment.

Given the well known imbalance in spatial develop-

ment in Nigeria, as v¡ell as in the other Third V'üorld

countries, it. needs stressing' that policy measures d.esigned

to solve this problem must not be dírected to the cities

alone but rnust relate urban to regional development and view

the core and periphery as consituting a single spatial system.

Thereforen what is required in'each of these countries, as

indeed in the t{igerian case in point, is the formulation
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of coherent strategies

controlled, generative

wíth progressive rural

of development

urbanization is

development.

in which positivet

fu1ly integrated



CHAPTER TV

PLANNTNG RESPONSES TO SPONTANEOUS

URBANÏZATÏON PROBLEMS IN THE THIRD WORLD

As indicated in the previous chapters, the rapid.

growth of Nigerian cities as well as that of the other

Thírd World countries results from processes of spatial
imbalance in development. A common trend in most of the

Third Vüorld countries, if not all, is the excessive concen-

tration of both population and economic development in their
primate cities, with the small cities and especially theír
rural communities relatively d.enied of such opportunities.

For this reason, it could be argued that it is imperative

that the policy actions designed to limit or slow down the

growth of the Third trüorld primate cities, and to regulate

the pace of urbani zation that is noted to be exceptionally

phenomenal in these countries, must include those programs

that would help in im.proving the conditions of life in their
rural communities where the majorÍty of their populatj-on

stíIl resides.

An explicit support for this proposition comes from

a United Nations' publication which summarized very succinct-

ly the implication of any policy action that specifically
aims at the improvement of conditions in the urban areas as a
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soluLion to the problems of rapid urbanization.

that:
ft states

An rurbanization policyt limited to raising
of urban levels of living and the provision of
social services for the urban masses would. be self-
defeating. Such a po1ícy would .increase the
already excessive d.isparíty in favour of the cities
in government expenditures, social services, and
income level; a disparity that is not only unjust
to the rural population but also a stímulãnt to the
more unhealthy aspects of city growth resultíng
from the in-migration of psychological]y and
vocationally ill-adapted rural people.f

The recognition of the implications of spatial im-

balance in development has compelled some of the Third

World countries to initiate policies and programs that
would aid in the restructuring of the spatial systems which

\^rere inherited from their former colonial regimes. There-

fore, this chapter intends to examine the various develop-

ment-planning strategies adopted by some of these countries.
Both their rural development policies and programs and those

exclusively designed. as urban development strategies wilr be

discussed. Furthermore, attempts will be made to indicate
the efficacy of these policy actions with regards to the

goal of promoting the restructuring of national space-

economies.

1*"Some Policy Implications of Urbanizationr', The
Bureau of Social Affairs, United Nations,,in.
Philip M. Hauser, (ed), Urbanization in Latin Arnerica,
New York: Columbia Univ
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Rural Dêvelopment Strategies

At the outset, it can be argued that a rural

development dimension must be considered as an important

part of any urban growth strategies aimed. at the formulation

of a more coherent and balanced urban system for Third Vüorld

societies. Of course, the rationale here is that given that

the vast majority of LDCs populations still reside in the

rural areas, those progframs that would. encourage them to

remain in the villages instead of moving to the big cities

are essential. It is important to emphasize that without

pursuing this type of strategy, the drift of the rural pop-

ulation into the big cities (in most cases the primate

cities) can not be mitigated, let alone halted.

I,tlaterston, a strong advocate of integrated rural

development programs as the most rational means of irnproving

the 1íving cond.itions of the rural inhabitants in the Third

Vüorld countries has suggested six program elements that are

necessary for viable rural development in those countries:2

2albert Vüaterston,ilA Viable Model' for Rural
Development" in Finance and DêVelgpment, Vo1. II, No.l4,
Dec. I97 4, p9s .2W-
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I. Labour-intensive agricultural development;

2- Employment generating, minor development public works

programs with high labor content;

3. Small scale, labor-using, 1íght industries with low

capital requirements to supplement employment

opportunities in agrículture;
4. Local self-help and participation in decision-making;

5. Development of an urban hierarchy supporting rural
development; and

6. Establishment of an appropriate institutional body that
would co-ordinate the activities of the various
ministries, departments and agencies that are responsible
for the multiferous rural d.evelopment programs.

The above stipulated rural development program

elements vividly show that rural development strategies are

not only concerned with the development of agriculture. but

should be viewed as a multisectoral activity whích includes,
besides agri-cultural d.evelopment, the establishment or
improvement of social overhead facilities or infrastructure
and welfare services or programs.

However, evidence as provided by lfaterston's study,

emphasizes that in order to accomplish the objectives of
integrated rural development strategies, it is imperative

that high priority is given to agricultural development so

as to generate surplus funds in order to establish, operate
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and maintain overhead facilities and. services in rural
communities." This is particularly true in the case of the

Third lvorld countrj-es whose governments lack the resources

to finance the establishment, operation, and maintenance of
rural infrastructure and services indefinitelv. Vüaterston

observed that:

Governments in many Third Vüorld countries have
devoted considerable sums to social overhead
facilities in rural areas, at the expense of
allocations to improve agricultural production,
and have been left with schools without teachers,
clinics without doctors, and chronic unemployment
on their hand.s. In contrast, countries which have
given priority to production have been able to
generate the resources reguired to finance social
overhead facilities.4

Conversely, an increase in agricultural production

cannot be achieved without the necessary infrastructural
developments that would contribute to it.. This has been the

principal reason why the World Bank and other donor agenci-es

have concentrated on the provision of the aid. that would

enable the Third ü7or1d countries not only to improve their
agricultural output and incomes (through the introduction of
new seed varieties and improved agricultural techniques) but

also to provide the necessary infrastructural developments

and. services that would support and sustain agricultural
production.

3r¡i¿ , p.23

4rbidn p.23
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However, it must be stressed that the basic
objective of integrated rural d.evelopment programs is to
improve the "quality of life" in the rural communities (by

reducing the gap in living stand.ards between the big cities
and the rural communities). rt is generally believed that
the creation of emplolrment and the provisi-on of essential
infrastructural developments in the rural communities would

help in slowing down the movement of the rural inhabitants
to the big cities. rndeed, this factor is highly responsi-
ble for the recognition accorded to rural development

programs by most of the Third ÌforId countries, especially
those that have problems coping with the growth of their
primate citj-es.

Gerhart, in his survey report to Ford Foundation,

has indicated that most of the developing nations,
especially those in Africa, are increasingly focusing on

rural development as a major key to d.ealing with urban

unemployment. He also emphasized that their interest in
rural development stems from two principal sources: a

belief that the majority of their population living i_n the
rural areas deserves a greater share of national develop-
ment; and a realization that jobs in the industrial sector
are j-ncreasing more s1ow1y than the G.D.p.,.the population, or
the number of school leavers.5

tJohn Gerhart, "Rural Development and Urban Growth,,in L]rþanization in Kenya, Laurentj-, iuigi and GerharL, John,Ford Foundation, New york, N.y.: 1972, p.5.
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Findley, in her study, listed seven main programs

that have been implemented as part of rural development

strategies in some of the Third V[orld countries. These
6are:

1. Supported land reform;

2. Supervised credit for small farmers;

3. Locally ad.apted agricultural inputs and extension;

4. Labor intensíve agricultural innovation;

5. Complementary and co-ordinated provision of social and

physical infrastructure;

6. Development of non-agricultural job opportunitiesi and.

7. Supportive national levef policies.

It must be emphasized that authors like Weitz and

many others who have carried out quite extensive studies on

rural development in the Third World have expressed the

opinion that land reform is certainly a precondition for any

rural development, especially in those countries where large

proportion of agricultural land is controlled by a few land.
1owners.' It must be noted at this point that the concept of

6,"sally E. Findley, op:. g,it., p.I60,
'7'A good example of studies that expressed this point

of view are, zRaanan Weitz, From Feasant to Farmer: A
nevolutionary Strategy for o lumbia
University Press I 1977-; Erich H. Jacoby, t'Agrarian Reform;
Planning, Implementation and. Evaluation" in Ru?al Devqlsp-
ment in-a citã@g vro'r.lqr (ed) , 3Raanan weitZlTa-

res's , L977., P9s " 268-282 
"
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land reform refers not only to the division of large areas

of land into smaller units but also to the consolidation of
land, that is, to the reparcellation of existing holdings

where these consist of a large nurnber of tiny pIots, split
up and wid.ely dispersed.B However, land reform as it. is
used here, means the transferring of land ownership directly
or indirectly to those who actually v,¡ork the land,

Evidence, as provided by W'eitz, has shown that prj-or

to land reform in some of the Thírd Vüorld countries,

especially in the Middle East and Latin American countries,

large proportion of those nations' agricultural land was

controlled by a few lando\¡rners. For example, in Egypt

0.1 per cent of the landowners held 20 per cent of the total
area under cultivation in units of more than 200 feddan

(0.42 hecters to feddan), whereas 53 per cent of the land-

owners held units of less than half a feddan, amounti-ng in
all to only 7 per cent of the total area under cultivation.

Also, prior to land reform in Ïraq, 2 per cent of the land-

owners held 60 per cent of that country's agricultural land.,9

similar conditions prevailed in Mexico before 1910 when

97 per cent of the total agricultural population were

tenants or hired workers with no land of their own while

Brbid, p.ro

9 2*u.rnu.n lfeitz,' gp. .it., p.153.
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97 per cent of the nation's land resoltrces, approximately

200 million hectares, were concentrated in the hands of a

mere I per cent of the population.lo

However, it must be pointed out that although the

land reform scheme makes it possible for the landless

farmers to achieve the status of land owners, it is not

enough in itself to materialize agricultural progress

except when accompanied with other complementary programs

such as agricultural credit, the provision of marketing

facilities, or any other important institutional features

relevant to land r"for*.11 Several Third Vüorld countries

have adopted the so-called "supervised credit" for
agricultural production with the aim of aiding the smaII

farmers. Under this type of program, both loans (in the

form of crops and finance) and technical assistance in
adopting new farm techniques are provid.ed to the farming

masses. A1so, the supervised credit program confronts the

problem of input availability and product markets and

forbid, p.156

11ror example, it should be noted that the lack of
adequate provision of these essential facilities as rnentioned
here and other rural infrastructural developments that are
essential for the revÍtalization:of ruraf conununities have
contributed to the limited success of Mexicofs land reform
scheme, For a more detailed d.iscussion on the extent to
which Mexicors land reform has contributed to the'Ìmprovement
of agricultural pfoduction and the revitalization of the
rural areasf see 'zRaanan Vüeitz¡ op.'. ci!. ¡ p9s. l56-f-59,
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and that the resulting production is to be so1d..12

Perhaps more important than just the introduction of

improved seeds and the adoption of new farm techniques is ,

how to convince the bulk of illiterate farmers in Lhe

developing nations to accept those changes which they

considertobeexoti-c.Infact,itisthisissuethat

makes it essential for the estabfishment of agricultural
research stations in the rural communities in the d.eveloping

nations. However, it is interesting to note that a number

of countries in the Third Vüorld have estabfished such

institutions which focus their research both on new seed

varieties and on inprovements to the focal strains"

According to Findley, the findings of these research

stations are locaIIy adapted by the agents or model farmers

so as to induce the other farmers to accept such innovations.

She also revealed that countries like Mexico, Bolivia, Kenya 
,,r,:,

Morocco, Tunisia, Nigeria and Sri Lanka have implemented

improved seed development programs spec'ifically on the model t,

d.iscussed. above.13

One of the primary aims of establishing rural
development programs in most of the developing nations, as

12srr1y r. Findley, gg.' ci!., p.163.

9B
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mentioned earlier, is to create employment in the rural

communities especially in agriculture and other agro-allied

businesses so as to reduce the number of the potential

migrants to the big cities. Thus, iL needs to be stressed

that in order to be able to employ a sizeable proportion of

the Third. World rural population in the agro-businesses, the

use of "less capitaf intensive" and more "labor-intensive

techniques" must be encouraged. Some Third V[orld countries,

notably Philippines, India and Tai-wan, have 'emphasized

"labor-intensive techniques" as integral parts of their

rural development programs" For example, in these countries

instead of their governments subsidizing the use of tractors

and. other labor-saving tools, they prefer to train the

farmers on how to utilize more "labor-intensíve techniguest'

to increase thei.n productiorr.14

Equally justifiable in the author's view, are tv¡o

other major approaches to generating non-agricultural

employment, namely through utilizing public works programs

and decenLralization of small scaIe, Iabor.-using industries.
The rationale for the establishment of public works programs

in these countries are tv¡ofold; firstly, to create emplol.ment

for the seasonally unemployed rural laborers since agricul-

14roiq, p.165.
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ture cannot provide year-round. full employrnent and. also to
provide full-time employment for some of the surplus labor
not engaged in agriculture; secondly, to stimulate some self-
help progirams which would enable the local communities to
contribute to their own development.

The experience in rndia, pakistan and china irlus-
trates the importance of adopting emplolzment-generating

public works programs as part of a comprehensive program of
rural development. vüaterston pointed out that by using

local labor to create some of the infrastrucLure needed in
rural communities, the handicap of underemployment of the
labor force i-n these countries was converted into an

advantage. He emphasized that in the people's Republic of
china, peasants have constructed irrigation, flood control,
terracing and other works and have reforrested rocal areas,

similarly, in Pakistan the rural popurations were used. in
the Rural Public vlork's programs to construct roads,

bridges, embankments and other works. He also stressed that
in rndia, sma1l capital formation projects have provided

work and supplemented incomes to smal1 cultivators and land-
less agricultural *ork"r".f5

15_ -.--Albert Waterston¿ op.' cit. , p,23.
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On the other hand, through the decentralizatj-on of

small sca1e, labor-using industries, some of the developing

nations have been able to create permanent jobs in their
rural areas. Weitz has pointed out that the establishment

of such enterprises in the rural areas has several

advantages. He stressed that:

It reduces population movement to the big cities,
enabling those villagers who have acquired a certain
amount of training outside the field of agriculture
to find employment in their home areas. This is of
twofold importance: it helps to preserve the
stability of rural society during the process of
development and at the same time it forestalls the
need for fresh investment in housing and expansion
of services within the large urban'centers. Further-
moreo the presence of industrial workers within the
rural area creates a local market for agricultural
produce, especially perishables that cannot be trans-
ported great distances in the absence 'of the infra-
structure needed for this purpose" As such products
normally offer a high return per workd.y, the
existence of a local market is likely to encourage
the farmer to cultivate thern- for the market and thus
to raise the level of his income.16

Furthermore, he argued that such small scale¡ labor*

using, light industries do not require workers with a high

degree of professÍonal capability and can utilize with
great efficiency the unskilled manpower available in the

developing countries. He also emphasized that it. is easier

to mobilize 1ocal capital for a large number of snralI

industries than for a small number of large industri"""17

16 2*..rr.r, v[eitz, 9p. cit., p,131.

17rbid, p.130.
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Experience has shown that where such programs "*istrlB that
the type of industries established at the earlier stage of
the program are mostly services and those connected with
agriculture such as fee'd.-mix plants and factories for the

processing of agricultural produce and for the production

of tools and various accessories.

The second stage of such programs aims directly on

the diversification of industries in such communities to
include activities not related to agriculture, with the

intention of creating new employment opportunities,
particularly for the rural residents with considerable skill
and higher education who would otherwise have left the rural
areas and moved to the big cities. According to Findley,

some of the developing nations encourage the establishment

of such industries by providing assistance for feasibj'l i tr¡

studies to those investors willing to undertake such

ventures. She also stressed that they provide other

incentives which'includes: the construction of infrastructure
and industrial estates; tax incentives; special training
programs for 1ocal entrepreneurs; low'-interest loans for the

establÍshment of smalr scale firms; research on small scale

labor-intensive technologyi and also the provision of

l8rot example, in PuerLo Rico, Israef and lÍalaysia,
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assistance in developing domestlc and export markets

(especially the latter) .19

It is clear to most observers that the decentrali-
zation of sma1l scale, labor intensive, light industries
would function very effectively where it is spatially co-

ordinated with complementary social and physical infra-
structure. what is more important, however, is the provision
to the rural communities of those essential infrastructural
developments such as water supplies, electricity, housing,

roads, hospitals, schools and other facilities that are

presently concentrated in the big cities. Ilowever, some of
the developing nations are now'providing some of these

facilities through self*help measures. For example, Zambia

has pioneered a "self-he1p housing projectil that is being

followed in other African countries such as Botswana, rvory

Coast, Senegal, Sudan and Tanzu.rrir'.20

As stated elsewhere ,in this study, the inapproprj_ate-

ness of education for rural lifestyles is one of the prime

factors that encourage outmigration among school leavers.

rn order to rectify such a situation some of the Third worl_d

19sr11y r. Findley, op. cit. , p.L79.

0*og"r Mann, "solving the Housing problem'', in
Africa Repoit, Vol. 23, No. 3, May-June 1979, p.18,
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countríes have revised their educational curriculums so as

to emphasize "m€rrs*erl rural development problems and.

prog'rams. Included in such prog:rams are agricultural and

vocational training, adult education and special leadership
training prog'rams.

The leadership trai-ning program is considered very

crucial in rural development for two reasons. Firstly, it
provides the rural inhabitants r,rrtfi the opportr:nit1z of particl-.
pating in the planning and. implementation of those programs

that would ínfluence their life. secondly, it serves as a

means of providing emplolrment for the better educated rural-
ites who can identify the probrems confronting the rural
communitíes more easily than a bureaucrat (a professional_

planner or community worker), who most likefy is a cicy
dweller employed to work i-n such communities. programs of
this nature have been implemented i-n countries such as

Tanzania, Thailand, Malaysia and BoIiuiu"2a

rn addition to those programs already discussed in
this section, there are several other government policies
that are of crucial importance which are capable of supporting
efficient implementation of rural development prograos,

2ls"",
Reconsidered:

Owen Edgar and Robert Shaw, Devel
Bridqine the Gap Between Gow#ñTiê

Pegpl_q, r,exington Books, D. C. Heath , a972 ,ã-moE detailed discussion on the theory
training.

pgs. 22,28, for
behind leadership
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These include price supports or controls, taxation, greater
return of revenues to rural areas and lower urban minimum

22\,üage J-evels.

rt should be noted here that several countries in
the Third world have implemented such policies as mentioned

above. For example, the ceylonese (now sri Lanka) govern-

ment has specifically supported the smal1 farmers by

instituting a "policy of fixed pricese' for certain agrj-cul-
tural produce - especially rice, chil.ies and oniorr=."
However, it must be stressed that despite the benefit derived

frcrn suckr a pragram by tJre farmers, it negatively affects tfre

urban poor due to the adverse effect it has on food pri""=.24

As regards taxatÌon, some countries, as mentioned

earlier, do offer tax incentives for the adoption of labor-
intensive techniques in both agricultural establishments and

industries in the rural communities, rn conjunction with
these forms of tax incentives are other public policy
actions, such as those stated jn. Xenlzals Oevelopment plan,

1970-74, which calls for the allocation of increased share

z2suLry u. Fìndley,

23*aarrrn l{eitz, op.

2Lsulry n. Find.ley,

op. cit., p"180,

cit. , p.99 .

op.' cit. , p.181"
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of the countryrs resources to the rurar areas, As a result,
most government departments in Kenya have placed increased

emphasis on the rural areas including even a series of
demonstrations of rural housing projects by the Ministry of

)c
Housing. -- The principal object of policy of this nature is
to reduce the urban bias in investments which has

repeatedly been mentioned in this study as the prime cause

for the excessive growth of cities in the Third. world

countri-es.

Anotherpolícy action designed. to bridge the gap

between the rural and urban income differentÍal is basing

the minimum wagie levels on rural rather than on urban costs

of living. countries like Jamaica, Morocco and some of the

Francophone Vüest African countries have adopted. and

effectively implemented such policy and it has been

recognízed as being very effective in slowing rural-urban
migration j-n those countrj-e =.'U

In conclusion, it can be said that it is through the

adoption and implementation of such programs that Third

vüorId countries will be able to revitalize their rural areas

in such a way as to have positive impact on the growth of

25"ohn Gerhart, 9p..' cit. , , pl. B .

26srt1y r. Findrey, 9p. cit., p'"183.
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their cities. Howevern the foregoing is by no means a

sound basis for concluding that the adoption of integrated

rural development program alone would be sufficj-ent as a
strategy for controlling the growth of cities. As

emphasized earlier, it must be viewed as a crucial part of
any urban growth strategy that may be capable of leading any

of the Third. World countries in establishing a more coherent

and balanced spatial system.

Urban Development Strateqies

The preceding section has dealt with some of the

rural development policies and programs that have been

implemented in several Third Vforld countries. The purpose

here is to complement that overview by an examination of

those proglrams and policies that have been implemented by

some of the developing nations as part of their urban

development strategies.

Basically there are two main urban development

strategies which have recently been implemented in a number

of the Third World countries. (Theoretically, the major

elements of these urban development strategies and those of

the rural development strategies which were dÍscussed

earlier are mutually reinforcing.) They are classified

here as "Dispersed Urbanization Strategy!' and "Concentrated

Decentralization" or "Regional Devefopment Strategyf'.
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Dispersed urbanization strategy combines the inte-
grated rural development approach with an explicit focus on

developing rural service centers, rnarket towns or growth

points, and small cities.27 This strategy recognizes the
importance of concentrating rural infrastructures in a

network of central places so as to serve a number of rural
communities. The concentration of such services in well-
defíned. centers is considered to be essential for a number

of reasons. First, deveropment of rural centers makes it.
possible for the inhabitants of a number of rural
communities to obtain everything they need conveniently in
one place. This is important for most of the Third lvorrd

countries since means of communication are generally sparse.

second, such locations would serve as appropriate sites for
the development of agricultural processing and other
ancillary industries discussed in the preceding section"
The expenditure on roads and other installatj.ons at these

sites would be worthl,ahile because they would serve a
concentration of facilities arI at the sarne time. Third,
contact and co-operation between the various elements of the
supporting system would be enhanced as a result of their
very proximity. Fourth, these favoured locations would

attract the skilled manpower that are necessary for the

27 suLly 
". 

Findleyr op. cit., p.191.
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operation of supporting system in the rurar communities.

Fifth, such locations would serve as alternative destinations
for rural migrants instead of them being compelled to move

to large cities. Tn fact, the essence of this strategy is
to encourage development away from the core regions and to
encourage growth in the lagging regions (the peripheries)
and. to reduce pressures on the 1arge cities.

ft must be stressed, however, that countries which

have implemented explicit dispersed urbanization strategies,
including Tsrael and puerto Rico, have substantially
increased employment and the leveI of personal income in
their rural communities. rn the case of puerto Rico it has

been possible to prevent the concentration of industries in
the core-region centers, such as San Juan and ponce, and to
induce investors to engage in developing d.ozens of interj-or

2Bmarket towns.' However, tso encourage lnvestors to invest
in such locations the Puerto Rican government had. to establish
a variable schedule of tax and other inducements. These

inducements have been enumerated succintly by Johnson as

follows:

28" . A. J . Johnson. 
. The ogæli pf_.Fpjlge_ in

Dev,_elrtping Cöúñ Cambridge, MaEs-achEseffi
University Press , J-970 | p.2l-5.
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Tax exemptions now'ranged from ten years in
the more developed areas to seventeen years in the
most disadvantaged areas. The island was zoned
into different tax exemption belts after careful
"regional profiles" had been mad.e and the differ-
ential tax exemptions \4rere related as closely as
possible to profitable entrepreneurial risk. But
variable tax exemptions rtiere not the only
advantages proffered to industrialists who agreed
to establish plants in country towns. The rent
on government-owned industrial estates were also
graduated with enterprises in the large cities
paying almost twice as much rent (95+ per square
foot) as was charged in the least advantageous
locations (50ë) To overcome the handicap
which rural industries would encounter by reason
of the lack of skilled labor, the puerto Rican
Industrial Development Corporation made cash
grants to country-located enterprises for use in
training workmen and to compensate_for the temporary
lower pioductivity of rppreãtices.29

It must be emphasized that the Puerto Rican

experience is exceptionally instructive. It has, ãL least,
demonstrated to many that a nation can transform its spatial
system through positive actions on the part of the planners

and the policy maker".30

Concentratecl decentralization or regional develop-

ment strategy, ofl the other hand, aims at stimulating the

growth of smaller and intermed.iate size cities and to

30_
.H'Or

used for the
growth points
urbanization
pgs. 212-277 .

a more detailed discussion on the criteria
selection of ruraf conrmunities that serve as
and other information in relation to dispersed

in Puerto Rico see E. A" J. Johnson¡ op.' cit.,
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effectively integrate the urban and rural population into
the process of develop*"rrt.31 This strategy is founded. on

three basic assumptions. First, the city is the engine of
development. second, for urban activj-ty and innovation to
reach beyond cities there must be links to the hinterland.
Third, a hierarchy of cities is required to integrate Lhe

entire nation into the development pro"."".32
As was mentioned elsewhere in this study, migrants

move to the primate cities because of the fact that thev are

the only areas where opportunities are greater, when

compared with other smaller cities or with the rural
communities. This shows clearly that in order to encourage

the migrants to move to smaller and intermediate size
cities, these areas must offer better or equivalent employ-

ment and comparable lifestyle opportunities as exist in the
primate cities. rt could be argued that if suitable urban

alternatives are available in most of the Third world

countries migrants will choose them over the congested

primate cities.

Indeed, most of the developing nations are now

conscious of the need for balanced development. A situation
where some parts (core-regions) of a country experience

31s.11y u, Findley, op. .la., p,203.

32rbid, p.202"
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rapid economic gro\¡/th with the other parts (peripheral

regions) lagging behind can no longer be tolerated. in most

of these countries. For example, Kenya has stated in her

1970/74 Development plan that excessive growth in Nairobi
and Mombasa must be avoidecl and urban decentralization must
- ??be promoted."- several other Third lriorld countries also
have expressed through their Development plans the desire
for the restructuring of their spatial =y"t"*=.34

Most of these countries have chosen *concentrated

decentralization" or "regional development poficy" as apart
of the integrated policies which they hoped would assist in
their development, both in terms of achieving rapid economic

growth and more equitable geographical distribution of their
people and resources. The justification for this type of
policy action lies in the argument that decentralization will
prevent the primate cities from absorbing a disproportionate
share of the nationrs natural and physical resources and will
reduce those "pul1 factors" which distort 'normalr' population
distribution.

33t,rrigi Laurenti and Gerhart John, qp. cit_. , p.12,
34*"""rrt examples of such Development plans areTanzania's second Five year plan for Ecoãomic and social

Development (19 6 9 -19 :7 4) r Malaysia ' s Second plan LLïT O-J,g7 S)
and Trinidad's Third Five year plan (1969-19j4),
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In fact, many Third world countries have adopted

regional development strategies based on the growth pole or

growth center concept. The term growth center refers to

the d.esignation and concentration of growing and influential

economic activities in a particular geographic tt"..35 This

concept recognizes that it is extremely difficult to achieve

an equal growth rate in all regíons due to differentiated

and limited resources and thus it emphasizes the importance

of channelling growth to a few centres of spatially-

concentrated activities within a particular region.

Generally speaking. the aim of such a strategy is to

revitalize some exísting settlements (in Sofne cases, to

encourage the establishment of new towns) and. to expand them

within their regions as sel'f-contained and self-sustaining

units. It is generally believed that such towns would not

only help in the diffusion of innovation and spread of

economic development into the backward. regions but would

also serve as "countermagnets" to the primate cities by

preventing the massive inflow of both natural and physical

resources into them (primate cities).

35- -lroyd Rodwin,
strateqies for urban Growth, Boston; Houghton M.l.rIIln

readers who are ùnterested in
ruräitt*g more ån- "Growth Poles and Growth Centers ConceptS",
and thãir refationship are referred to the works of
D. F" Darwent, rtGrowtir po1e" and Growth Centers 1n Regtional
planning: A :âeview", il Bhvironment and Planning , Vo1" 1'
Lg69, pé=. 5-31; and'xuf:<
and ðrätirth Centers in Regional planning, Paris: Moutgnf
I972.
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Evidence as provided in the study by Appalraju and

Safier on how growth center. strategies have been utilized

in spatial planning in the Third lforld countries indicates

that in the past the majority of these countries have

applied such strategies in a piecemeal fashion in attempts

to encourage development of backward regions. The same

study also emphasized that it is only quite recently and in

a few countries that a more comprehensive conception of such

strategies, embedded in a wider framework of economic and

spatial organization, has come to the fot.l,36

However, diversity of strategy is the order of the

d.ay and Appalraju and Safier have identified six different

forms which the growth center concept has taken in some

Third World countrie=.37 The first class of growth-center

strategies concentrated on the provision of infrastructure

to a particular area designated for developmen-t. This is

similar to what Berry described as "Area Development

Planning" which focuses on specific projects or resettlement

areas and it is often more rural than urban in its

36 _""Jaya Appalraju and Michael Safier, rrGrowth Center
Strategies in Less Devefoped Countrieslo in Alan Gilbertt
(ed), DêVelôpment Plapnihg -and Spati?l Structure, London:
John Wiley and Sons | L976, p.155.

37rbid, p.155.
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A typical example of such a project is the

hydro-electric povrer source at Jinja in Uganda. It was

established. with the aim of attracting other investments

which would. depend on it. such as agricurtural processing

and other types of ind.ustry that would satisfy the local
needs. And it was believed that in the long run, due to the

agglomeration effect and to the external economies generated

by the industries and population attracted to the location,
it would develop into an urban center.

The second and third classes of growth centers are

categorized as ind.ustrial and regional centers. However, in
policy terms, these classes of growth centers assume a wid.er

perspective than the growth center strategy which was

discussed above that focuses on specific projects. According

to Appalraju and safier the intentions of the second and

third classes of growth centers are usuallly more rad.ical.
Both of them aim at reshaping the structures of national or
regíonal economies and societies. They also assert that the

former class (second) is represented by the deveropment of
Tema in Ghana, which serves as both a port and an industrial
center; the third type is exemplified by the case of

3B_--BrÍan F. L. Berry, The' Humãn Cõhs:equences' 'of
UfbanizatiOn-: Oivergent PÞttr 'of
The TwentÍeth Century, Lond.on: The Macmi:llan pressf Ltd. r
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Ciudad Guayana which is situated. in a remote rresource-

frontier' region of Venezuela; and. finally a mixed. case

represented by Durgapur, Asansol and the related. cluster of
centers in the Bengal-Bihar heavy industriar region of north-

39easE lnoLa.

According to Appalraju and Safier, these three

classes of growth centers have a common emphasis on the

direct use of large scale investment resources to generate

structural changes. Those authors emphasized that three

basic kinds of constrai-nts have limited the effectiveness of
such pro jects in the Thírd W'orld countries;
(a) the restrictive size and absorptive capacity of small

markets for industrial outputs, coupled with the

capital-intensiveness of such projects;
(b) 1ow employment generating character of much of the

industries involved; and

(c) the heavy reliance on 'external' suppliers and markets

has made it impossÍble for those centers to be able to
transmit developmental impulses into their surrounding

40areas.

39ahn Gilbert, op. cit., p.156"
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The most expl.icit support for these authors'

findings comes from Kwesi Darkohrs study on Ghana which

emphasized that Ghanaian industríalization has been both

capital intensive and capital expensive. The same study

also poJ-nted out that:

Large sums of money Ì^rere spent on the
provision of technical services and amenitÌes
and a complex of infrastructural facilities
including the construction of the new port of
Tema" Yet no clear and consistent poficv of
spatial development for the country as a whole
had been formulated r^¡hich could serve as a
reference against which one could test locational
decisions. While the poficy of industrial
estates aimed at providing the benefits of
external economies to reduce the cost of manufac-
turing to the foreign Ínvestor and thus to
attract new industries without having to offer
special favoursn the planners failed to take note
of the fact that the linkages \^¡ere largely over-
seas oriented. There never went hand in hand
with this policy a concerted effort to promote
what I shall call Ghanaian rural-urban linkages.

This neglect to consider very carefully
the spatial dimension of inves'tment seriously
limited the contribution which otherwise could
have been derived from such type of investment
and development program. 41

The fourLh and fifth classes of qrowth centers are

rural

by the

and service centers. The fourth type Ís represented

development of ;!agrovillesf in Pakistan, the fifth

by the establishment of Ine\ø towns' in the Kelantun and

A'l=-Michael B, Kwesi Darkoh, "Toward a Planned
Industrial Relocation Pattern in Ghana", in Robert A. Obudho,
(ed), Thê Aþþ1iöätiôh
Rêgiohal- P_+_ahnihg: j-qéfi iÔa, New Brunswick, Ne\nr Jersey:
L972, p.183.
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Trengganu provj-nces of w'est Malaysia and a mixture of the

two by the desi-gnated central places for 'intensive (rural)
development zones' in Zambía or the rrural growth centersl
of Iocal government (bIock) areas in selected Indian

4)states. -- The basic idea behind the establishment of such

centers is to transform the structure of production and

settlements on a more widely spread basis than coul-d be

achieved by adopting any of the previously discussed growth

center strategies. The rural and. service centers provide a

whole range of rcentral-place' functions to the surrounding

rural communities" They also provid.e job opportunities not
only to their inhabitants but also to the rural inhabitants
who would continue to live in the vilrages without being

engaged in agriculture but come to such centers to work in
services or processing industries"

The sj-xth class of growth center has emerged in the

form of the metropolitan growth center. This courd equally
be referred to as 'satellite towns' , often built on the

periphery of major urban centers either as bedroom

communities, industrial complexes, or as combined industrial,
commercial and residential- compl"*.=. 43 The rtwin-citv,

42ALun Gilbert, op" cit,, p',157.

43Brirn F. L. Berry, W"'"i1., p'.103.
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plan for the Bombay metropolitan area in India is a typical
example of the case where such a strategy has been

implemented 
"

It is quite evident from the foregoing that growth*

center policies have appeared in many forms in quite a

number of Third World countries. However, it must be

pointed out that it was only quite recently that a few of

the developing nations have started to implement a growth

center strategy which is based on the idea of multiplication
of centers and complete reorganizatj.on of their space-

economy. The most classic examples of such countrj-es are
44 45 46Colombiar'- tr{exice,'- Tanzania, Iran and Kenya.'-

It should be noted, hovtrever. that three of the

above mentioned countries (Tanzania, Kenya and Iran) have

national development plans which have in comrnon the

following strategic components:

1. The designation of a 'system' of centers relating to

the country as a whole;

45u.rry V0. Richardson and Margaret RÌchardson, !'The
Relevance of Growth Center Strategies: to ,Latin AmerÍcarr,
Econômic GêoETâÞhy.. Vol. 5I, ].975, p.I74.

46orrn Gilbertr op" "i|., p'.159,
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2. The direct relation of that systern to the overall

national development strategy;

3. The recognition of a commj-tment to the designated

system of centers lasting beyond a single plan period

(of normally five years);

4. The forecast and./or specification of future (population)

sizes for the individual centers and the allocation of

investment fund.s for their further development;

5. The concept of the system of centers havi-ng a multj--

sectoral or multifunctional concentration of productive

activities and supporting facilities and services;

6. The placing of the system of centers in the context of

national urban policies relating both to primate centers

and to other levels of spatial organization;

7. The direct association of growth centers with primary

levels of decentralized decision-making and resource

allocation in carrying out the national plun.47

In light of this, then, it must be emphasized that

despite the known similarities among these countrj-es' growth

center strategies, each has tried to develop different

types of systems: Kenya's system was based on the develop-

ment of a hierarchy of service centers; that of Tanzania

47 r.o:.ð. , p.159 .
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was focussed on the establishment of reg:ional centers; while

Iran's case \^/as specifically based on the development of
industrial centers. In the case of Colombia, the key

element in her strategy is to foster the development of
intermediate size cities that would serve as counterrnagnets

to the major population centers. On the other hand,

Mexicors strategy was designed with the aim of establishing
a number of growth centers that would attract large scale

state and private industrial enterprise avlay from Lhe large

cities and also to establish linkages between the large

cities and the new growttr centers in the hinterland.48

Apart from the above discussed strategries that aim

specifically at the transformation of spatial system,

countries like Thailand, Malaysia, Turkey, Philíppines

and several Latín American nations49 hrrr" equally embarked

on the decentralization of some of their government

institutions with the aim that such would enhance planning,

co-ordination and implementation of policies between and

within each of their administrative regions"

In conclusion then, the above review'has revealed

the substance of the principal planning strategies that have

been implemented in some of the Third Vüorld countrÍes in

48ttrrty vtr. Richardson and Margaret Richardsono
op. cit., p"I74.

49su.11y 
". 

rindley, tp. cit. , p.220.
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their attempts to achieve greater balance in developments

throughout their spatial systems. Both the rural and urban

development strategies as discussed. in this study aim at

redressing the spatial ímbalance in development that

characterlze the developing nations (as indeed, the

developed countries as well). And, it is contended that for

any of these countries to achieve equitable development

through the reorganizaLion of its space-economy' both

rural and urban strategies must be irnplemented simultaneously.

fn other words, the co-ordination and. integration essential

for effective spatial planning must ensure that urban and

rural development strategies in any of these countries are

part and parcel of that country's overall development

strategy.



CHAPTER V

CO}IPREHENSIVE FRAMEWORK FOR

REGÏONAL PLANNING IN NTGERTA

As was emphasized in the preceding chapter, neither

rural development nor urban development strategies when

implemented alone would be sufficient to aid any Third Vüorld

country in the restructuring of its space-economy. Hence it
has been argued that each sector must be instituted to

complement the other. Therefore, the primary objective of

this chapter is to review in some detaíl both the rural and

urban development policy actions that have been implemented

and those that are in process of being implemented in Nigeria

in the effort to restructure the country's space-economy v¡ith

its implications for controlling the rapid rate of urbaniza-

tion which the country experiences.

It must be noted at this point that this chapter is

divid.ed into three parts. The first will review the existing
and proposed policy actions that relate to rural and urban

development in Nigeria and also appraise the effectiveness

of those policy actions as instruments that would be capa-

ble of aiding in a complete reorganization of the nation's

space-economy; the second d.eals with the summary and conclu-

sion of this study; while the thÍrd outlines a set of
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recoÍtmendations which if implemented will enhance the attain-
ment of a more balanced spatial system in Nigeria and also
aid in controlling the rapid rate of urbanization in the

country.

Review of Regional Planning

Strategies in Nigeria

One of the pressing problems now confronting Nigeria
as revealed in chapter rrr of this study is the disparities
in the levels of development between different geographical

areas of the country (i.e. between the rnajor core-areas and

both the smaller cities and the rural communities). This
phenomenon, as was emphasized in the same chapter, has a

double-headed implicatÍon for spatial d.evelopment in the

country. First, of course, is the fact that j-t encourages

or induces the transfer of human, economic and naLural re-
sources from both the srnaller cities and the rural areas to
the core (the well developed) regions.. thereby increasing the

gap in the levels of development between the various regions.
second.ly, is the fact that as these cities g'row, so does the
pressure on their resources and the infrastructural develop-
ment in them. As mentioned above, the intention here is to
examine those policy actions which the Nigerian government

has i-mpremented and those which it intends to implement in an

effort to redress the existing imbalance in spatial d.evelop-

ment in the country and arso to control the rapid rate of
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urbanization which the country experiences.

Tt shoul-d be emphasized at this point that as of the
present, Nigeria has not come up with any comprehensive

planning program designed specifically to restructure the
entire country's space-economy or any specific program which

aims at controlling the rapid rate of urbanization in that
country. Admittedly, though, a myriad of programs and

policies have emerged in Nigeria whose objectives are narro\^z-

1y defined without relating to a wider national planning
objectives.

This, of course, is not to postulate that the policy-
makers in Nigeria are entirely insensitive to the problems

engendered by the imbalance in spatial development in that
country. As a matter of fact, recog,nition of the problem is
supported by the Nigerian second Development plan (rg7o-74)

which stated very clearly that:
An important element of social justice for

national integration is the worthy objective of
balanced development as between different geo-
graphical areas of the country. The existing
disparities must be pursued openly althougfr Lfris
can not be accomplished at the cost of stagna-
Lj-on in areas which are presumed to be relátively
more developed....The objective is to move rapidly
to the achievement of a minimum economic and 1social standard for every part of the country.t

rFed.eral Republic of
opment Plân 1970-74, Lagos,

Nigeria, Second National Devel-
I970, p..341
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However, it must be noted that Mabogunje in his
report to the united Nations Research rnstitute for social
Development has emphasized that in spite of laudable pro-
testation by the federal g'overnment in support of expanding

regional equity one finds very little in the various instru-
ments designed to bring this about.2 ïn any case, the lack
of an articulated national strategy or policy on regional
development and urbanization in Nigeria can be pinpointed to
the following two principal reasons.

Firstly, much emphasis has been placed on sectoral
and project-oriented planning approaches to national d.evelop-

rnent planning in Nigeria. on the one hand, the sectoral
approachr ês was pointed out by onyemelukwe, has proved to
be a less rewarding development strategy in that country.
He also indicated that:

The sectoral approach to national developmentplanning is Ínadequate because it j-s often pre-
occupied with economic growth measurable in GDp
terms. Such an economic approach to national
development tends to be solely concerned with the
direction or control of the economic variables
necessary for meeting national growth objectives
by applying the principles of economic efficiency.
Economists who have led the way in our national
development planning have for a long time hoped
that the answer to regional inequalities lay in the
equalization mechanism embodied in the so-cãlled
spatial equilibrium model. 3

1'Akin L. Mabogunje, Growth poles and Growth centers
an the l-egiol?lResearch rnstitute f@nt, No. 7L,3, Geneva,I97I, p.62"

?"J. O. C. Onyemelukwe, A Case for Regional policies
in l{alional þment, a pape
worKsfiop on Planning strategy for the 1990's at the univer-
sity of Ïbadan, Nigeria | 1_978, p.5.
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The project-oriented planning approach, oo the other
hand, Ínvolves the planning of a specific project (e.g. a

master plan for sewage, transportation, or a specific
housing project) without regard to its impact on, or rela-
tionship to, other elements of the space-economy. This is
true of most forms of capital investment projects in Nigeria.

Secondly, the only levels where some spatial region-
al planning have been attempted in Nigeria, as d.isclosed by

Ajaegbuo has been on divisional, district and urban county

levels.4 As a consequence, most of the regionat planning

programs and policies that have been formulated in that
country in the past have been applied in piecemeal fashion.
Ajaegbu also emphasized that these government authorities
have often adopted sectoral approaches in the development of
infrastructural and social amenities within their areas of
jurisdiction.s He further emphasized that such planning

approaches, instead of encouraging spatial integration, have

resulted in marked spatial and regional disparities ín the

country. 6

4ll. r. Ajaegbu, op. cit., p.J-02,

srrig, p.103.

6rbid, p.90.
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In spite of this lack of clearly formulated

regional development and urbanízation policies in Nigeria,
both the Federal and Regionar (state) governments undertake

a consid.erable amount of implicit spatial planning in that
they have much influence over the'distribution of industries.
ft is important to note that each of the regional (state)

governments has its own industrial development policy and

also provides various incentives to industrialists in order
to encourage them to invest in their own area. According to
Aboyade, in terms of power for direct territorial assignment,

the federal g'overnment was limited in practice to the very

smaI1 area of Lagos, the capital city. He also stated that
this was why it has had to depend more on general legislative
and fiscal measures as policy incentive for industrial devel-
opment and probably why there has been littre co-ordinated
programming for industrial location on a natíonal level.7

Generally speaking, the federal government provid.es

incentives in the form of fiscal measures to attract invest-
ors to operate in the country wj-thout providing any instruc-
tion on where the investors should locate their investment.

Among the incentives provided by the federal government are

7o.
Folicy: The
ment, (ed) ,
ñlä-on: The

Aboyade, eolnd.ustrial Location and Development
Nigeria! Case" in Reglqhal 4fr.glYsi_F__alt{ p-evèlôp-
J. Blunden, C. ero ay,
Open University Press, L973, p.275"
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income tax relief, exemption from payment of customs duties

through the Approved Users scheme, imposition of special

duties on the importation of certain manufactured articles

which are 1ocal1y produced and the provision for accelerated

depreciation of capital assets.S ït must be reiterated,

however, that despite the above mentioned incentives provided

by the federal government, the regional (state) giovernments

in Nígeria have had more influence on the resulting industrial

location pattern in that country than the federal government

itself.

The most powerful instrument of incentíve employed

by the regional (state) governments in order to encourage the

location of industries in their respective regions has been

the establishment of industrial estates. State governments

also aim at using these industrial estates as instruments for

intraregional distribution of industry. Aboyade indicates

that each one of these industrial estates (or industrial
parks) are characterized, by their modernizing arnenities

good access road, rail siding, electricity, telecommunication

facility, water supply, sanitation disposal systemf mechani-

cal repair workshop, ancillary services for banking and

finance, and invariably a set of contiguous housing plots

for workers and executiv.=.9 lte also claimed th.at:

B-. .
AK]-N

Nig'eria", in
Studies, VoI.

L. Mabogunje, rrToward.s
The Nigerian Journal of

an Urban Policy in
Economic and Social

rb, No" J-t Marcn 19 t+, P.9u.
q-O. Aboyader op. cit. p.276.
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These industrial estates are designed not onlyto minimize the perennial and expensive problem ofindustrial land acquisition but also to reduce thecost of developmental infrastructure to individual
investors and especially to the foreign private
investors. fu

Schatzl included another dimension in his discussion
on pulclic industrial location policy in Nigeria. He speci-
fied that the governmenÇ especially the state (regional)

governments, ì-nfluence the location of industries by getting
involved directly in the establishment of industries and

also by going into partnership with private investors. He

also stressed that the possibility of the government influenc-
ing the selection of location in the case of partnership with
private enterprise depends to a great extent upon the public
capital =hrr".11

The result of the survey conducted by schatzl which

aimed at determining the extent of government j-nvolvement in
the process of industrialization in Nigeria shows that out of
the 120 enterprises with public financial holdingn the insti-
tution of the states (regions) have participated in g5 per

cent while the share of the fed.eral government and municipal-
ities amounted to 15 per cent and 5 per cent respectirr"ly.l2

foroia , p.276.

t1_
LUOT¡7'I_9t Schatzl, Industrialization in Niqeria: A

l4unich, ,Spatial

12rbid, p.101.
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Of the numerous programs which have been

implemented in Nigeria in the effort to encourage ind.ustrial
dispersion are improvement in the interregional traffic
network; the extension and improvement in water and. power

supply to many areas along vrith reduction in the cost for
electricity and water supply to the industrual and

commercial establishments. For example, in Lg6g the public
electricity corporation (electricity corporation of Nigeria) ,

which is now Nigerian Electricity power Authority, introduced
uniform electricity rates for industrial arrd. commerical

customers throughout the corrrrtry. 13 According to schatzr,
this step was propagated. as a promotional measure for the
establishment of industries in remote areas of the country.
He also pointed out that another policy action which aims at
encouraging industrial development in the remote areas far
removed from the coast j-s the reduced freight rates offered
by the Nigerian Railway corporation to industrj-es at such

locationr. l4

Yet it must

and SchatzII6 indicated

policy actions have not

be borne ín mind that both eboyad.els

ín their sLrirdies that most of these

significantly aided in the decentral-

13rbid, p.105.

14roia, p.105.

15o. Aboyade, op.

16",rd*íg Schatzl,

cit. , p.278

op. cit., p.103.
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ization of industries in Nigeria. Both of these authors

specified in their studies that the most successful índus-

trial estates in Nigeria are those located within or j_n

close proximity to the already established zones of indus-

trial concentration. The main factors responsible for this
phenomenon include the following:

a) The investors have always resisted the pressure from the

government to locate in other locations by threatening

not to proceed with their investment.

b) The governrnent (federal and states) are always willing
to acquire new land or to expand. the industrial infra-
structures in the zones of industrial concentration in
order to accommoclate new investments.

c) The external economies and the cumulative effect of
industries at these locations serve as strong factors

which pull other complementary or ancillary services to
locate within the same area.

d) Industrialists have littIe or no incentive to move else-

where, especially where these other areas offer little
locational advantage with riespect either to factor
ínputs or product nrarket".17

e) The water and electricity rates that are subsidized by

the government for industrial and commercial enterprises

17o. Aboyade, op" cit. , p.278.
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in small and medium sized towns are also extended to

such establishments in the agglomeration centers.

Similar to the j-ndustrial development policies in
Nigeria, those that relate to rural development are equally

diverse, incoherent and unco-ordinated. Indeed, the object-

ives of these policies and programs are so parochial that
they do not relate to patterns and processes extant else-

where in the country. This results from the fact that each

of the states (regÍons) formulates and implements its own

rural development programs and policies without any form of

co-ordination in planning with the other states. The lack of
co-ordination in the formulation of policíes aimed at the

improvement of the rural areas has resulted in variations ín

the degree to which the rural areas have developed in each of

the states (regions).

However, it must be emphasized that sÍnce Independence

in 1960, the various regional (now state) governments have

initiated or implemented various prograrns which aimed speci-

fically at the improvement of their rural communities. The

rnost prominent of these programs is the "Farm Settlement

Scheme" launched by the former Eastern and lrlestern regional

governments. The main objectives of the scheme \^rere:

a) To serve as an example of modern farming technigues and

systems to the rural f armers in these r"giorr=,Ì8

1BH. r. Ajaegbu, op. cit., p.65.
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b) To test and later demonstrate carefully planned farming

systems designed to attract young, educated persons to
take up far:ming as a sati-sfying and lucrative means of
obtaining their livelihood.

c) To demonstrate that by careful planning farms can be

established and operated by young, educated. farmers, with
reasonable assistance in the form of advice and loans

from the government and other sources which wilr provide

comfortable standard of living for the owners comparable

with or higher than that gained by persons of their
status in other forms of employment.

d) To attempt to reverse the trend of migration from the

rural to urban areas by making rural life more attractive
and. congenial than it had been before the implementation

of the scheme.

It is noteworthy that each of the regional (state)

g'overnments in Nigeria has, through its Ministry of Agriculture
and Natural Resources, implemented an agricultural extension

program. The basic aim of this program is to teach farmers

how to improve agricultural production in the various rural
communities. ajaegbul9 in hi" study indicated severa¿

approaches through which the agricultural extension programs

operate in these communities:

19rbid, pl.,øa.
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1. Village meetings are held where trained agricultural

extension workers instruct the villagers and farmers on

how to utilize new farm techníques and new seeds and

also on how to improve the loca1 strains.

2. Another approach is by setting up demonstration farms in

the rural communities where the extension workers

demonstrate to the peasant farmers how to introduce the

new farm techniques and the new seeds.

3. The agricultural extension officers also advise the

farmers on how to determine the suitability of soil for

particular crops; how to get subsidies or loans from the

credit facilities available; how to organize co-operative

societies; and they also organíze lectures at schools in

the rural communitÍes where teachers and students are

instructed on modern farming techniques.

As was noted earlier, each of the regional (state)

governments initiates and implements its own rural develop-

ment program and for this reason it is important to reaLize

that there are programs qhich exist in onq regiqn wlthout

being in existence in another. For example, âs was pointed

out by Ajaegbu, it was only in the former Eastern Region

(now made up of four states) that the governments have tried

to stimulate the establishment of rural centers and growth

points in order to increase the tempo of development in the

rural areas. He indicated that some new settlements were

establj-shed by these governments and at the same time they
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upgrad.ed some existing ones by providing them with growth

generating functions and ="rri."=.20
There are, of course, other programs with only

limited ranges of application which need to be mentioned in
this study. For instance, Kano and North-western states
(both states were formerly part of the now defunct Northern

Region) have completed forty-six and fourteen 'model villages'
respectively as part of their rural development programs.

The foregoing passages would seem to indicate that
despite the fact that regional planning is accepted as a
worthwhile planning strategy in Nigeria, little or no effort
has been made on the naLional level to implement it.. However,

the only notable program that has been implemented on the

natj-onal level which has some elements of regional planning

is the creation of states.2l As was pointed out bv

Onyemelukwe in his study;

....although the initial objectives of state
creation and their immediate consequeRces r,.rere in
bad taste for national solidarity, the later
exercises in state creation rÀrere clearly problem-
solving and in keeping with regional planning
strategies. For one thing the states as politícally
sígníficant planníng regions became a medium for

2orbid, p.68.

2ltt should. be notedn however, that prior to )-967
Nigeria had four (administratÍve) regions with Lagos as aseparate territory which was not attached to any'of theregions" rn l-967 the country was divided into Lwelve states
and ín L976 it was again divided. into nÍneteen states.
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minimizing the problems of the vast periphery
as new centers of political decision-makinq ^^and trade articulation emerged in the statés.,2

rt is clear to most observers that state creation,
that is the creation of nineteen ne\^/ states from four states
(regions) in Nigeria, has significantly promoted tine rank/
size structure of the urban system a\¡ray from the primate

city syndrome. This is largely due to the fact that most of
the small towns that now serve as state capitals represent
ne\^/ growth-centers in the country.

Further, it must be pointed out that another recently
proposed program by the fed.eral g'overnment which is in keep-

ing with regional planning strategies is the establishment of
a Ine\n/ townt that will function as the federal capital of the
country. vühat is more important to say here ís the fact that
such a program will not only herp in sorving some of the
political problems that were engendered by the present loca-
tion of the administrative capital of the country but will as

well alleviate some of the economic and social il1s that are

compounded in Lagos (such as over-population; high cost of
living, particularly rents; traffic congestion; existence of
slums; the pressure on the existi-ng infrastructural facilities
and social vices including deliquency and corruption).

22t . o. c. Onyemelukwe, ep. qi!", p.17.
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However, it is quite evident from the foregoing
d.iscussion that regional planning strategies have not been

utilized very effectively in Nigerian natíonal development

planning. And, if one is to eonsider the Nigerian situation
within the context of our discussion in the precedíng chapter
(which was a review of those urban and rural development

strategi-es which have been implemented in some Third world
countríes in the effort to restructure their space-economics)

it becomes apparent that most of the programs that relate to
urban and regional development in Nigeria have not been

d.esigned and implemented in such a way that they will enhance

the integration of the entire natj-ons' space-economy let
alone act to disperse the benefits of economic qrowth

throughout the country.

Thus, drawing on the above discussion, it may be

concluded that most of those programs'have not been formulated
and implemented within a national pranning framework. To

remedy this situation, the reader is now directed to the final
section that provides some recommendations which, íf
implemented, will enhance the integration of the Nigerian
space-economy.
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SUMT,IAP-Y AND CONCLUSTONS

This study had three principal objectives:
To determine those factors that are responsible for the

pronounced centralization of urban growth in Nigeria.
To investigate those policy actions which have been

implemented in that country in an effort to control the

growth of the existíng growth poles and to encouragie

growth in the other parts of the country.

To investigate the urbanization processes in the other

Third !üorld countries and the policy actions which have

been formulated and implemented in those countries in an

effort to achieve the type of spatial arrangement that
would be capable of influencing the nature of theír
urbanization. The aim was to utilize the findings both

as a framework within which to analyze the Nigerian

urbanization phenomenon (i.e. to determine whether those

factors that encourage the growth of a few cities, mostly

of the primate city kind, in those countries are the same

in Nigeria) and also as a yardstick with which to assess

those policy actions which have been implemented in
Nigeria 

"
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The review of literature on the Thircl World urbaniza-

tion processes did provide the following information:
1. That the rate of urbanization is generally high in the

Third vüorld while few cities in each of those countries
experiences rapid population growth as a result of the

excessive coqcentration of both economic and social
facilities in them.

2. That the proportion of the population urbanized varies
substantially from nation to nation and from continent to
continent and, even on a national level, it varies sub-

stantially from one region to another.

3. That the rate of growth of urban population is relatively
uniform across nations in the Third trüorld.

4. That despite the phenomenal growth of urban population

in most of these countries, depopulation has not occurred.

in their rural areas" This indicates that the massive

growth of urban population wil1 persist except where

countervailing policies arising from giovernment interven-
tion can be tailored to suit the prevailing circumstance

in each country" rt must be cautioned at thi-s point thât
the appropriate policy actions must be cognizant of the

degree and character of existing urban growth and the

stage of economic development in each of these countrj-es

otherwise their chances of success are slight.
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ft has been established in this study that both

natural increase and rnigration contribute to urban growth in
Third world. countries. Evidence provided in this study has,

however, shown that in the majority of cases migration con-

tributes more to the growth of urban areas than natural in-
crease. Indeed, some of the factors advanced as being the

causes of migration are population pressure in the rural_

areas; decline in some of the Third world countries of avail-
able land area per capita at 1ow levels of rural income;

lack of employment opportunities i-n rural areas; decline in
the cost of transportation and improved communication which

has led to a greater awareness on the part of the ruralites
of the immense opportunities available in the urban areas;

and the adoption of urban-oriented educational systems in
the rural areas. The available evidence also indicates that
most of the migrants are the young secondary school graduates

who have no prospect of securing employment in the rural
areas. As a result they move to the large cities where em-

ployment opportunities are greater.

It is important to stress that most of the literature
surveyed emphasized that colonialism contributed immensely in
the shaping of the spatial systems that still exist in most

of the Thircl lVorld countries. Colonialism in this case,

refers to both external and internal colonialism, External

colonialism refers to the control of a weak country by one

thaL is stronger and internal colonialism arises where the
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control of peripheral regions is overwhelmingly in the hands

of decision-makers in a national core.

Moreover, it can be argued that the politicar and

economic control which the colonial masters formerly estab-
lished over this part of the globe accounts greatly for its
status of low urbanization and also for the fact that a

great proportion of both economic activities and urban popu-

lation are concentrated in one or a few large cities in each

of the Third world countries. on the other hand, despite the
attainment of the 'so called' poritical independence by most

of these countries, the pre-existing spatial systems (for
example, the transportation networks and the large cities
themselves in most of these countries orve their origin to
the colonial pattern of economic exploitation) have loeen en-

couraged to flourish by the 1ocal elites.
The industrialization policies (based on the concept

of Ímport substitution) in most of these.countries great.ly

favours the core locations. These phenomena have contributed
greatly to the disparity ín both economic development and the
distribution of urban population in such countríes.

unfortunately, however, this type of polarizaLion of
both economic and urban popuration has negative implications
not only for those areas that are marginally d.eveloped

(peripheral regions) but also on the developed areas (core

regions). These conclusions were drawn from the foll_owinq

evidence:
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(i) The extremely rapid growth of the primate cities in
the Third !üor1d countries encourages stagnation or
population decline in the smalrer cities. of greater
consequence is the effect which the decline in popu-

lation of these smaller cities has on the local
businesses that operate in them. These businesses

depend largely upon the 1ocal market and labour force
and are either forced to fold.-up or move operations to
the large cities. This phenomenon certainly rein-
forces the tendency to out-migration among the members

of the labour force as a reverse employment multiplier
begins to operate.

(ii) The loss of human capital resources by these smaller

cities does not only affect their economic base but
also has serious repercussions on t.he facilities
(i.e. educational and health facilities) that exist in
such communities. These facilities become obsolete as

the population of the users continues to d.ecline.
(iii) These smaller towns share a number of characteristics

with most of the rural communities in the Third world

countries such as aging populati-ons due to migration
selectivity: erosion in both their financial and

natural resources; and alterations in the quality of
the labour force. The only notable difference between

the problerirs which the smaller urban centers and the

rural communities in the Third World countries
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experience is that while the former suffers population

decline the populatíon of the latter increases at an

alarming rate. The population increase in these rural
communities is caused by the high birth rate that still
prevails in Third lrTorld countries. This indicates that
the reservoír of potential migrants to the large cities
is still very high in these countries. ft needs to be

emphasized. Lhat without the implementation of programs

that would check this phenomenon such as birth control
and those programs of employment creation that would

encourage the rural population not to move to the core

areas, it is difficult to see substantial changes

occurring in the prevailing situation.

liv) As was mentioned before, the demographic arowth of the

large cities in Third Vüorld countries has serious

implications f.or their general functioning. Evidence

has shown that these cities are becoming increasingly
less able to provide the basic urban services to their
inhabitants due to the excessive demand for such

services as a result of the increased population in
them. Other problems that are conmon in those large

cities include the followingr underemployment and un-

ernployment; high incj-dence of crime including juvenile

delinquency and prostÍtution: environmental deteriora-
tion caused by general overcrowding and from pressure

on housing facilities; traffic congestion; existence of
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slums (squatter settlements) ¡ and high mortality rates.
The discussion so far has focussed on the patterns

and processes of urbanization in the Third World countries

as a whole. At this juncture ít must be pointed out that
many simi-larities exist between the patterns and processes

of urbanization in the other Third Wor1d countries and that
of Nigeria. This includes those forces that have caused im-

balances in spatial development along with their accompany-

ing regional problems.

The review of the policy actions which the other

developing nations have implemented. in order to achieve

greater balance in their space-economies indicates that very

few of those countries have successfully come up with compre-

hensive national development policies that could lead to the

attainment of such an objective. Tn fact.. t'dispersed urban-

ization strategy" and t'concentrated decentralizationt' or

"regiional development strategyI w'ere identified as Lhe most

plausible strategies that could lead any one of the Third World

countries in integrating its space-economy. These strategies
have been adopted in some of the developj-ng nations. For

example, both Israel and Puerto Ríco have implemented the

"dispersed urbanization strategyf' while countrj-es like
Tanzania, Iran, Colombia, l4exÍco and Kenya have either im-

plemented or intends to implement the t¡regj-onal develo¡ment

strategy" in the effort to restructure their spatial systems

(Í.e. to achieve greater balance in developments throughout

their spatial systems)
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It is also important to note that regional develop-

ment strategies are based on the growth center concept in
most of the Third World countries. However, the analysis of

individual Third hlorld. countrj-es where growth center strategy

has been tried suggests that with the exception of those

countries mentioned above, it has not been satisfactorily

applied or utilized. The main reason advanced as being the

cause for the failure of such strategy has been the inadequate

way it was designed and implemented in each country.

Similarly, despite the recognition accorded to regional de-

velopment strategy ín Nigeria, it has not been possible to

ímplement it in such a way that the country as a whole would

benefit from it.
The numerous programs that have been implemented in

Nigeria which have some elements of regional development

strategy in them have been applied in piecemeal fashion as is

the case in most. of the other developir-lg nations, To sum up,

it needs to be emphasized that for Nigeria to successfully

remedy the unsatisfactory spaLial distributions of its urban

population and economic development it needs to digress from

the prevailing a"d Ltoe approach to formulation and implementa-

tion of urban and regional development policies. And, it must

be stated, therefore, Lhat when those programs are designed

they must relate to the entire geography of the country.
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RECOIV$.{ENDATTONS

rt is obviously inappropriate to transfer regional
development strategies devised to dear with spatial distribu-
tion problems in countries such as those that are sma]r, both
in size and population and have half of their populations
and resources concentrated in one city (a primate city) to
those countries that are large both in size and population
and have few large citiesr âs i-s the case in Nigeria. This
i-s not meant to say that those policies that worked in the
smaller countries cannot work in the larger ones. However,

it is maintai-ned that in order for such policies to yield
better results in the large countries they need to be modi-
fied to the specifics of the situation in those countries.

Given this condition, it should be noted that those
reconmendations that will appear in this stud.y are based on

the prevailing situations (i"e. the patt.ern and processes of
urbanization and those policy actions that have been imple-
mented) in Nigeria. These recomnendations are discussed
below, not necessarily in the order of their importance.

ft was estabj-lshed that. those

late to urban and. regional development

policies that tre-

in NÍgeria have been

Administrative t{achinery faif Devel nt Flannin1"
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formulated and implemented in an ad

and that this action exacerbates the

spatial developments j-n the country.

Recommendation I

lrtoe parti-al- fashion

di-sequilibrium in

Nigeria must establish on a national level the

type of administrative machinery that will be capable of
co-ordinating urban and regional development policies in
that country. This will involve the setting up of a

Federal Ministry of Urban and Regional planning and other

planning institutions both on state (regional) and

municipal or county levels.
Even though it is a federal system, the

Nigerian set up is such that effective control of econo-

mj-c development resides in the central government. Thus,

the proposed federal spatial planning ministry should

have the resources and initiative to stir discriminatory
development. The existence of this type of administrative
(planning) machinery will enhance reasonable consultation

and co-ordination of plans. Tt will also enhance the

formulation and implementation of plans within the frame-

work of the entire nations spatial system.

The Need for Structural Transformati-on

It was established. also, that Nigeria has not

come up with any comprehensive program nationally that was

designed specifically to restructure the entire countryrs

space-economy. This defect must be remed.ied.
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Recommendation II

Tt is thought highly necessary that considera-

tion is given to the utilization of spatial structure in
promoting naLional growth and as well as to dispersing

the benefits of economic growth throughout the country.

Tt is through the adoption of "regional development

strategy" or "concentrated decentralization" that these

objectives could be achieved.

Given the uneven spread of natural resources in

Nigeria, it will be extremely difficult that every "inch"

of the country's geographical space will receive equal

amount of development. For this reason, the adoption of

regional development strategies based on growth center

concept will enhance the concentration of developmental

efforts where they are very much needed.

Recommendätion ITI

Efforts should be made in channelling growth to

the smaller and intermediate cities in Nigerj-a especially

those that are situated at some distance from the exist-
ing core areas" Given the large number of urban centers

in Nigeria, most of them could officially be designated

(i.e. in the National Development Plan) as growth centerso

Outside these centers it is essentÍal that new growth

centers of: varying sizes and ranks are also established.
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On the whole, three major types of growth

centers based on a hierarchy of functions are needed in
Nigeria:

(1) rural service centers and growth points or "quiet
centerso' must be established at the village leve1.

"Quiet centern refers to a physical unit that con-

tains only industrial and service j_nstallations

without living quarters. Those who would work at
this location will come from their respective

vì-Ilages and go back after the days work;

(2) regional growth centers (urban-rural regions); and

(3) sub-natíonal growth centers (the States or Adminis-

tratÍve regional capitals) .

The selection of growth centers, with the ex-

ception of the existing state capitals, could be

based on the same approach used in Kenya. Taylor

cited Carvalho's study as having outlined Kenya's

approach as involving:
(1) surveying all services and subservices judged to

have a central place function;
(2) assigning points to each subservice on the basis of

quality and importance, not quality; and

(3) adding the number of points accumulated in each

center. According to him, it was assurned that the

more points a center had the greater was its
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centrality and the wider its sphere of influence.22

Recommendation fV

ït must be recognized by the policy makers in
Nigeria that growth center polici-es work best where they

are combined with compatible policies such as administra-
tive decentralization, industriar organization, transpor-
tation, human resource and agricultural policies.

f ndustrialí zation policies

Recomrnendation V

Industries must be encouraged to locate in the
growth centers, especially those situated in the hinter-
land by providing the type of incentives that will attract
the investors to invest there. Such incentives will
j-nclude: differential tax exemptions; graduated rents on

government-owned i_ndustrial estates; provision of cash

grants to those industries located in the rural areas for
the purpose of manpower training; the provision of better
quality industrial infrastructures in those growth centers

in the interior locations; the concentration of those in*
dustries owned by the government (especially those that
are propulsive in nature) to a limited number of growth

22Taylor, D. R. F"
in Development: The Case
Robert Obudho, op. cit.,

the Small-er Urban place
Salah El-Shakhs and

rrThe Role
of Kenya",
p.153.

of
in



centers. The latter is
any of those industries

materials.

Recommendation VI
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strongly recommended so long as

is not rooted to source of raw

Efforts must be made to establish linkages bet-
ween these growth centers, that is, by improving trans-
port and communication lines betir¡een all Lhe growth

centers. Tn so doing, the focussing of transport routes
on core nodes will be downqraded.

Recommendation VïI

A strong improvement in techniques, especially
in the area of cartography, inventory and statistics, is
essential for those governmental departments responsible
for the collection of data on both human and environmental

factors that define the locational characteristics of
every geographical area in Nigeria. Such changes will
improve the quality of data and enhance the level of
rational decision-making at municipal, state and national
leveIs with respect to developmenL planning.

Recommendation VITI

Attempts should be made to encourage the estab_

lishment of more labour-intensive and small scale indus-
tries in Nigeria. The need to improve employment oppor-

tunities in the rural areas as well as to spread income
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effects and broaden markets for agricultural prodr.lcts

underlines the necessity of developing more labour-inten-
sive industries in the rural communities. This require-
ment for labour-intensive diversified activities is
accentuated by the vital need to accommodate the massive

increase in population following from the very high rate
of natural increase.

4. Rural Development Pol-icies

Recommendation TX

The agrarian structure must be radically changed

in Nigeria so as to benefit the majority of the ruralites
who presently are engaged j-n subsistence farmi-ng. This

will involve land reforrn; the formation of agricultural
co-operatives; the instítution of credit facilities for
agricultural purposes¡ the introduction of agricultural
training programs for farmers; the establishment of those

facilities such as water supply and electricity that will
improve agricultural production in the rural communities.

In addition, an improvement in communication

will facilitate the exchange of goods and information

between the growth centers and the rural areas thereby

promoting spread-effects which will hasten the process of
transformation in agriculture.

In conclusion then, it should be noted that nothing

short of structural transformation of the entire Nj-gerian
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space-economy \^/ill suffice to achieve an equitable distribu-
tion of both economic development and urban population in
that country. This is reflected in the recoÍtmendations

presented here. It is the hope and belief of the author that
the recognition of those forces which have contributed to the

shaping of the existing spatial system in Nigeria and the

prescribed measures on how the resultant problems could be

resolved would make this study valuable to Nigerian planners

and policy makers.
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